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When quality,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas
are your first choice.

Only Paraclipse offers such variegr; four distinctly different series:
the Truss-Ribbed Classic,
the Courier Deliverable Eclipse,
the Stretch Formed Hydro,
the Commerciai Patriot. .

Every Paracfipse model sets the
industry standard in its class, worldwide.

Distributed in Australia bv
SI(ANDIA ELECTRONICS Pty. Ltd.

| 83 Burwood Rd, Hawthorn, Melbourne
Te l  6 l -3 -9819-2466 *  Fax  6 l -3 -98 l9 -4281

Level | , 39 Terry St, Rozelle, Sydney
Tel 6l -2-9555-2955 * Fax 6 | -2-9555-2455

Distributed in New Zealand by
BAY SATELLITE TV Ltd.

PO Box 331 I .  Napier
Tel 64-6-843-529 6 F ax 64-6-843-6429
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Paraclipse lnc.
2271 29th Avenue East, Columbus.
Telephone: (+O2l 563-3625

Nebraska USA 68601
Fax: (402) 564-2109



COOP'S COMMENT
The good ner.vs: Scienlific Atlanta's latest 0g223

software option seems to do virtually any non-CA service
listed in our Digital (MPEG 2) Tuning Parameter tables (p.
26,27l,. The bad news: SA Sydney is charging a US$525
premium for this soflware version 09223.

Their logic: There is, they claim, a "real list price" of
US$1,820 on a09723. And that US$1,295 that we have all
been paying from day one? Subsidised. By whom?
PanAmSat, they say. How does that work, and why?
There is purported to be an agreement between PanAmSat,

the satellite operalor, and Scienlific Atlanta, the PowerVu
uplink provider, to discount the 09223 receiver for any one
using the D9223 on the PowerVu service feeds of PAS-2.

August 15, 1997

This discount (to US$1,295) is supposed to be a special consideration made by Scientific Atlanta when they were
awarded the PanAmSat conlract t0 provide digital (albeit PowerVu) uplink services to PAS-2.

How's that, again?
In the beginning, shortly after God created earth - but not very much after - Scientific Atlanta created PowerVu and

offered it to PanAmSat as their "basic digilal service." Someone at PanAmSat is supposed to have said, about PowerVu,
I'Gee - that is a very nice digital seryice but it is expensive and we folks at PanAmSat would like t0 see programmers
encouraged l0 use our digital platform. Can't we do something to make PowerVu more atlractive?"

To which, it is noted, Scientific-Atlanta came back and said, "Tell you what we are gonna do-you give us the exclusive
PanAmSat digital conlract, and for every one buying a receiver that will be used with a PanAmSat PowerVu digital feed,
we'll knock a big chunk off the receiver pilce . kind of a reward for having chosen PowerVu."

And so PanAmSat and Scientific Atlanta walked down the aisle togelher, for better 0f worse, richer or poorer. But in
their prenuptial agreement. S.A spelled out a special situation. lf someone came to them and ordered a receiver for
something other than PanAmSat PowerVu reception, the price would be $1,820-not the "PanAmSat subsidised $1,295.'
PanAmSat could care less.for their clients they believed they had won a concession (a US$525 or 40% discount) and
with this PanAmSat could tell programmers they wanted lo talk into using their satellite- "Look here-and for your clients
using our PowerVu feeds, we'll throw in a $525 discount 0n the receivers; each and every receiver." A win.win situation .
S-A looked good, PanAmSat looked good, and S.A gol the $1,295 per receiver it originally intended t0 get. Hey-if you
cannot alford to discount something and you want the sale badly enough - simply jack up the price by 40% and then of{er
a 40% discount. Used car salesmen employ this sales gimmick frequently-size up the customer, tell him an inflated price,
then put your arm around the customer's shoulder and whisper inlo his ear-"Hey, I like you. For you, I will knock off
s52E:

So why come back now and stick anyone who wants the new "does MPEG-2 software" for an extra US$525? The best
of logic applies here. lf you wanl software that allows the receiver t0 access something other than PowerVu, you must be
planning to use the receiver for something other than the PowerVu services. So you should not be entitled to the "special

PanAmSat PowerVu" ptice discount. Which means- you pay $525 extra for the new software. Even if you are after NBC
on PAS.2 (because, while it may be on PAS.2, it is not PowerVu).

So what happened to the promised $80 software upgrade? SA changed their mind. lf you want your present PAS-2
subsidised receiver upgraded t0 the new "Kosmalski Software" (SF#35, p. 29), plan on US$525 plus shipping charges. lt
you wanl a brand new 09223 with "Kosmalski" included, plan on US$ 1 ,820 - not $ 1,295.

You have got t0 get up prelly early to beat those sharpies from SA. And if there was ever a logical reason t0 encourage
soflware hackers to dump a receivefs software as Internel "shareware" - this is it.

In Volume 3 a Number 36
ROBIN COLQUHOLIN does side by side

testing of HSS-100C, 9500 S andD9223 - p.6
(Rupert) MURDOCH:

MAD or Magnificent? -p. 12
I70l at l80E -p. l8

Departments
Programmer/Programming Update -p. 2;  Hardware/Equipment Update -p. 4;

SPACE Notes: Sel l ing 'Safe'  Sex -p. 20;
CABLE Connect ion -  Redistrbut ing Sex on TV -p. 22;

SaIFACTS Orbit  Watch -p. 24; MPEG-2 Tuning Parameters -p. 26;
Digi  Notes Reference Information -  p.  28

With The Observers -p. 29; At Sign-Off  (Tid Bits) -p.32
-ON THE COVER.

There is a man who lives in Beverly Hil ls, California amongst the movie moguls, stars
and starlets who is rated the world's tenth richest man. The Los Angeles Business

Times estimates his net worth at US$3,2OO,OOO,OOO. He was borne in Australia, made
his first real money in the UK and became a US citizen so he could make more money.
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His name is Rupert Keith Murdoch and "Sky" is his game (p. 12).
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To Porn or Not to Porn .That is the 0uestion
"Bare breasts in SaIFACTS? I am shocked!"

Nick Stride. National Business Review, Auckland
Our job is simple-to make certain you are totally
informed about developments within the satellite
TV world. lf you want to know more than we are

telling you about Exxxtasy, go to
, httpJlwww.xtc'com.com

through your local lSP.
Wild Card Feeds

WNf. tuning tround PAS.2 on Sunday 13 July at
8.14NZT on 3.7456 GHz there was a FTA NBC
network feed of US Women's 0pen Golf . From time to
time those PAS'2 (or other) test cards come to life with
s0me very interesting programming!"

Todd Johnson, Plimmerton, NZ
Indeed. ln Europe and North America where there
are hundreds of operating satellite transponders,

dozens of these are devoted to "occasional use" by
programmels who have a sudden, unplanned need
t0 get material from point A to B. Some of these
are "scheduled" to the extent they appeat at the
same time, week after week while others are

catch as catch can. In the trade these are known
as "wild card feeds." SF would publish l istings for

those that are semi-scheduled il readets will
supply the relevant information (i.e., satellite'

transponder, polarisation, day of the week, time
and format).

Build lt?
"l plan to either build or purchase a satellite dish to be

able to receive foreign television, mainly Auslralian.
Could you send me some information about how to build
a dish, the best materials to use, the best size? And
perhaps a catalogue of leedhorns and the receiver
equipment?"

Brent Allen, Waimumu, Gore (NZ)

Step one: Order the Mark long I SPACE Satellite
TV Handbook (US$75, A$102, NZ$105 from SPAGE
Pacific, P0 Box 30, Mangonui, Far lUorth. NZ). Step
two: Read it, carefully, lrom cover to cover. Step

three: Contact the lirms advertising here in
SaIFACTS t0 obtain catalogues and data sheets on
equipment on offer. Step four: lf you decide you
REAIIY do want to build your own dish, order

"The Nelson Parabolic TVB0 Manual" which takes
you step by step, palt bY part through building
your own 3+ metre dish (through SaIFACTS at

us,A,Nz$20).
Cards and Letters From People We Don't Even Know

"l listened with interest t0 the interview with Robert
Coooer on Radio Netherlands's Media Nelwork; can you
advise cost of SaIFACTS to here in the UK?"

D.J. Hunt, Brighton, UK
$60 US or equivalent world-wide, airmail!

Indovision digital service packages are being offered to subscribers in countries
surrounding Indonesia proper at the following annual rates: Visi Multi ' 29,000 Rp
(US$176); Visi Sinema - 59,000 Rp (US$358); Visi Sinema Plus ' 59,000 Rp
(US$358) and Visi Super Sinema'69,000 Rp tUS$418)The Pace DVS-211 lRO is
sold separately at US$1,000 0r if the subscriber wishes t0 trade'in the older style
SA CDE-2000 decoder, US$775, TAV (tax) of 10% is on top of these charges. How
much is that in say Australian $? 29,000 Rp equals A$21 0 and that gets you ESPN,
Star Sports, CNN, BBC World, CNBC, Channel [V] lnternational, Discovery,
TNT/Cartoon, NBC, Star Plus and CITRATV (3). For detailed report 0n programming
costs, see Coop's Technology Digest for July 30.

Score one for our side. SF June carried two page lament by Australian dealer
Pietro Casoar deploring RAI International "rule" that keeps ltalian soccer from EBB
RAlfeed. Surprise. As SF was going to press {July 7)and again on July 14th,
RAI-EBB did carry live soccer to the Pacific and Asia. Nobody is 'fessing up' t0 a rule
change but the s0ccer is making plenty of Australian'ltalians happy they purchased
their EBB dish systems!

EMTV is telling viewers it will switch to AsiaSat 2, but will not convert t0 MPEG
"at this time." There are some significant transponder changes coming.

GMA, Filipino domestic service (Palapa C2) distributed largely FTA (but with an
hour or s0 each day analogue encrypted) is telling applicants for analogue decoders,
"We will compress our signal in a digital format and become totally 'encrypted' by
the end of this year." What is not said, that GMA will move off of C2 t0 new
Mabuhay satellite at same time. Check their transponder with an analyser ' if you
find a pair (ngt gne) MPEG signals in the passband, enter 3935 and 3926 into your

Nokia 1.63 and see what you get (answer 0n page 27).
Mega TV service 0n Palapa C2, FTA in MPEG'2 for several months, converted t0

colour bars on all but CNNI channel in mid-July. Hyundai receivers are now excluded
because they don't have a CAM (see pages 8, 10 and 1 t here)' Mega is a terrestrial
(MMDS) gperatgr in Malaysia, claims I 10,000 subscribers t0 their terrestrial
netwgrk and charges US$18 per mgnth fgr that delivery system. Future of Palapa
digital feed? Unknown.

PerfecTV is getting mpre perfect. Japan's first serious pay t0 view service ngw
claims 260,000 subscribers.

Star-Plus has been renamed Star World 0n most feeds; AsiaSat 1 (soon to be 3)
southern beam remains with the old name.

MTV Asia now claims more than 50 million homes with customised feeds for
individual countries featuring local talent and music. The feeds you might see 0n
PalapaE2, PAS-4 and Apstar 1 each have different content.

Formosa TV now has pair of 27 M1zanalogue transponders on PAS.2, Ku,
operational; first with news service, second with general entertainment. Distribution
is in FTA mode and should be widely seen throughout Asia. Reports?

MTV Asia appeared PAS-2 Ku, apparently Asian beam, 12.585V1 with I
programme channel bouquet (Msym 29.100, FEC 3,4) August 1; reports?

Sky OZI added orange Channel in 1/2 transponder Videocrypt format 0ptus B1
August 4:12.516 GHz (Sky Sport 12.545).

Phone number 00PS: Sky (Australia) Horse racing channel should be
61-2.9451-0888, not as incorrectly listed here last month; Bob Pankhurst.





Filipino Services
"My wife wishes to see Filipino television other than

GMA on Palapa C2. I notice you mention The People's
Network and RPN-9 -hoth using Gl 1.5 MPEG. Can
anyone advise me how I can purchase this receiver and
subscribe to these services? Also- what about Viva
Cinema for the Philippines in the Star bouquet?"

Ron Ryan, Rochedale South, Old
faxi ohone 61-7-321 9-9897

All of the Fil ipino network services now spread
over Gl, PAS-2 (which includes CBN) are l ikely to

migrate to Mabuhay (Agila 2) when (or if) it
successlully launches later this year. GMA has

announced it wil l "90 digital" when it moves oll ol
C2, an indicalion of planning now underway.

RPN-9 and The Peoples Nets are not interested in
DTH subs, CBN on PAS.2 wil l accept DTH subs but
the bureaucracy is lormidable and the Gl DSR 1500

ieceiver more than A$3,000.
Unhappy Contestant

"You keep changing the rules in your reader contest.
reference the first letler of the monthly mystery word.
A few of your local subscribers have mentioned that
they won't send in their entry forms or they don't know
what to look for. Cotrld you correct this in future issues,
please? 0n a more positive note, keep up the good work
as this is a great magazine and very helpful."

Steve McManaway, Napier, NZ
Talk about cutting off your nose to spite your face!
0K. don't send in your entries . hey, we are giving
away free satell i te receivers and if you don't wanl
to send in a montbly enlry because you can't keep
up with the rules, that's your problem! The rules
say you have three different ways t0 enter each
month: Way one .send in the card each month
from the back of the magazine completing the

name, address and satell i te equipment l ines. Irlalb
one entry. lI you also fill in an observation line (a
report of something new you have seen), ffaf3

two entries (you have just doubled your chances to
win). Now, buried in each issue is a hard to l ind,
tricky BOHUS W0ffD as explained in the rules

every entrant has received. Find that word, and,
fi l l  in your nameladdresslequipment AND supply a
report for the month and- BING0 . and you now
have SEVEN entries lor that month. Be a total
non-participant and someone else wil l certainly

walk away with the Dynasat or Palcom receivers.
There is nothing that says you HAVE to find the
mystery, B0NUS word each month. Just your

nameladdresslequipment constitutes an entry. ln
fact, the first winner (Phil ip Spora, announced in
the June issue) only submitted a single entry for
the month drawn. Reporting new observations
(which is the point of the exercise) doubles your

chances to wiu finding the bonus words gives you
five extra entries that month. Hey - lighten up. it's
us, not y0u paying lor these receivers! (0h yes-
we checked all entries to date; Australians as a
group find the mystery word 323% as olten as
New Zealanders. Make of that what you wil l.)

Indian?
"Any hope of Indian programming?"

N. Sinha, Hoppers Crossing, Victoria, Australia
Yes.Sony Entertainment TV possibly! (see p. 32)

Espano lRDs? Not this month, probably not next. Factory pre-production samples
shipped to Australian distributor Antares came up shy in the tuner sensitivity
department. The 'front end' problem is being resolved but all initial shipments to
Antares are delayed until they are satisfied the receiver is a quality performer.

0ptus satellite feeds are being uplinked using DiviCom (USA) MPEG-2 DVB hard
and software.

Matra Marconi Space is building new digital uplink for digital BSkyB that will
provide as many as 200 separate TV programme channels to subscribers.

Thaicom 2 has been renamed 2Aal120E:10 C-band and 2 Ku-band transponders
0n board and operational. Thaicom 4, to be co-positioned with 2A, is scheduled for
first half of 1998. lf '4' is designed similar to 3 (now at 78.5E), this coupjgqqor
signallocation for Australia, NZ and Pacific. C-band polarisation shouldpe uul$.

Japanese BSAT Ia tested at 122E and was handed over by Hughes t ers
July 31 at 1 10E replacing BS 38. The HS376 craft has NHK, W0W0W and Hi"Vision
on b0ard,observers report enlarged coverage to Korea, Taiwan and China.

AsiaSat 3, a high powered Hughes 601 format satel l i te, st i l lplans November
launch by Russian Proton to 105.5E from Baikonour, Kazakhstan Cosmodrome.

PAS-8 for 166E is being reconfigured to make 12 Ku-band transponders available
to Australia, a smaller number 0f these for NZ as well. Launch date remains elusive -
"Sometime after middle 0f 1998" is most often quoted.

PACE DVS-211-GP2 of DVS-200 receiver family is latest version being shipped by
Pace into Asia for Indovision, Star TV and Sky (Australian racing channel) service.
Receiver comes out of the box pre-loaded with parameters for all of the above and
more but requires authorised smart card that is customised for each service, t0
function. SF is testing this lRD, full report in September.

PACE DSR200 FTA receiver has appeared in Europe for free to air market there at
around US$600 consumer price. Same unit has been in stock at Skandia Electronics
since June.

BSkyB has announced consumer price 0f US$327 for 200 channel capable digital
TV receiver system package to be offered in UK after April 1998. BSkyB has ordered
one million receivers through four suppliers: Amstrad, Grundig in partnership with
Hyundai, Matsushita and of course Pace. The receiver price is being subsidised by
BSkyB and will only apply when consumer also purchases some minimum amount 0f
programming at the same time (for additional cost). 0n the matter of FTA-access in
any News Limited receiver product, the answer is "n0." A spokesman fot BSkyB tells
us, " Sky is not in the business of supplying access t0 other (Ewopeanl broadcasters,
even free to air services." So don't be expecting any Pace supplied products for qll
Murdoch service to do anything but the Murdoch services (see p. 12, here).

GOB is the latest acronym. lt stands for "Conditional [Access Modulel 0n Board"
and it means conditional access is built-in at the factory, not "slide-in" (as in a
module) in the lield. All Pace DVS-21 1 family receivers are "C08."

N0 such thing as a "free d-box." D. Morris, Bangkok following up our p. 4 repo(
in July, got this response from Germany: "When you purchase a d-Box in Germany,
you make a contracl for 2 years. You pay 0M1188 and have two years free
(0M49.50 x 24 months). After that you give the d-Box back or continue paying at
that rate. If you elect to keep the d-Box but don't wanl service, they will charge you
0M1250. lf you refuse to pay for the box or return it, they willswitch it off." Seems
fair enough.

u'PDffE
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ROBIN COLOUHOUN EVALUATES
HSS-100C, 95005 and D9223

Word that observer Francis Kosmalski had somehow
talked SA into modi$ing his D9223 with the latest
version software resulted in my asking Francis to bring
his unit to my home so I could check it out on something
other than the PAS-2 services. I have been hearing
claims about SA software for nearly ayear and frankly I
was curious that Kosmalski (or anyone else) had been
equipped by SA itself with any software that would
grant them unrestricted access to non-PowerVu free to
air (FTA) services. I connected the Kosmalski receiver
to a variety of C and Ku-band dishes and explored the
sky from 100.5E to 169E - and I was sufficiently
impressed to hand carry my own D9223 with me to
Australia on a scheduled trip. If they could modiff his -

they could modifu my own.
I can report that once back in New Zealand with my

own trusted D9223, it was soon apparent that SA knew
how to do the same thing at least fwice; my receiver was
the mirror image in performance to the Kosmalski
machine. What follows is a critical comparison of the
new soff:ware ("Kosmalski Version" - editor) Scientific
Atlanta D9223, the Hyundai HSS-100C, and the Nokia
95005 (version 2.233(4) - also sold in Europe as the
Mascom 92005). With several weeks to "play," my own
familiar signal levels connected to my own test and
monitoring equipment, there was the luxury of time to
properly evaluate the weakness and strengths of each of
these presently.popular receivers,

If you are looking for an absolute set of side by side
test comparisons, you will find it here. If you expect me
to come to a reasoned conclusion as to "which is best,"
you will be disappointed. All can be improved.

PowerVu-Plus D9223
Yes, it will access every service you find listed in FTA

format in this issue's Digital Tuning Parameter tables. In
truth, there are a handful of MPEG services which both
the Hyundai and the Nokia will not access - for reasons
not totally clear to me. If this is a contest to see which
receiver will access the most programmers, this unit
wins easily - primarily because it also gives you
glitch-free access to all of the FTA PowerVu services as
well.

That is not to say it is otherwise a perfect receiver. Nit
picking first: On FTA MPEG-2 services, once you have
all of the parameters entered so the receiver can find and
lock onto the service, the audio comes up approximately
two seconds after the video is displayed. Not a big deal-
but worth mentioning in the interest of being complete.

The new version makes some unexpected software
changes from the original software, as follows:

l) The coms port software controls have been changed
2) They have added a third page in the installer menu

for "Search and Find." This page asks for prompts
and/or allows you to:

a) Turn search on or off
b) Define search (frequency only, FEC only, fre-

quency and FEC)
c) Set the upper frequency

band 1450 MHz)
of search (i.e.. L

d) Set the lower frequency limit for search (i.e., 950
MHz).
Both upper and lower can be set to whatever frequency
range you wish; an example: 1000 upper and 980 lower
which confines the search to the 20 MHz between those

ROBIN COLOUHOUN - Not Your Average Bov Scout
I  was not terr ibly impressed with Robin when we f i rst  met.  I  suspect he
l iked me even less. When our discussions turned into arguments -  which

was often -  |  usual ly hung up on him, discourteously '  l t  took several
years for our fr iendship to develop, each slowly accept ing the other for
what we were and recognising that nei ther of us was l ikely to change

to sui t  the other.  Robin reminds me of a fel low named Robert  Coleman,
a  man l i v ing  in  ru ra l  South  Caro l ina  who in  1978 took  a  $10 surp lus  Be l l
Telephone "TD2" microwave unit  and turned i t  into an elegant satel l i te

receiver on his ki tchen table using parts from Radio Shack, his boy
scout kni fe and a 35 watt  soldering i ron. Robin worr ies that so-cal led

experts (which he is quick to say he is not) often miss the obvious. The
world needs more Colemans and Colquhouns because they keep the

rest of us honest.
(Bob Cooper)

Colquhoun at SPRSCS '97



Model Does NTSC? Does FTA
PowerVu?

Does SCPC? Does MCPC? Does Search &
Find

l4 l t8v
switching?

HSS-lOOC Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

9500s Yes with
glitches

Yes in PAL,
glitches in

NTSC

Yes Yes Yes Yes

D9223 Yes Yes Yes Yes Toy mode only Only in MPEG

two points. To begin the search function, you toggle
"on." Then:

1) Decide what type of search you will do. You have
to tell the receiver in advance either the frequency (or
frequency range) to search (supplying it with the FEC
and Msym), or ask it to find the FEC (but supplying it
with the correct frequency and Msyn), or, ask it to find
the FEC and frequency (after telling it what the Msym is
in advance). In other words, if you don't know the Msym
in advance, you cannot do a search.

2) Set upper and lower frequency limits. (If you wish
to scan through the entire 500 MHz L-band IF, you can.
But you probably won't want to - as we shall shortly
explain.)

3) Push the keypad "YES" button which will cause the
receiver to "store" your entry. The monitor screen will
come back with "data saved" in the upper right hand
corner as a confirmation.

Now push "[Jser" button which will take you back a
page in the menu. At this point you are half way into
the search routine having told the receiver that "yes" you
do wish to search and you have chosen one ofthe search
parameters (such as "frequency only") and you have
defined the "frequency range" you wish scanned.

Back into the main installer page menu, enter the
parameters that fit your chosen search category. If you
are scanning a range of frequencies (such as 980 - 1 000)
yoLl must now enter the FEC and Msym as you
normally would on the installer page. This done, use the
"next" button to move the cursor down to the word
"find." At this point is says "Off' after "Find."

To engage the Search Operation, go to the channel
up/down keys at the lower left front of the receiver and
press either the up or down button one time. The "Off'

will change to "On" and the search is underway'
If you are scanning a frequency range, the installer

menu screen will roll (indicate a changing frequency). If
between the lower and upper frequency limits it locates
an MPEG-2 FTA bouquet that corresponds to the Msym
rate you entered (and the FEC rate if you knew it in
advance), the scaruring will stop and the receiver will
lock. Before you can view this bouquet you must push
the "Yes" bufton to save the new parameters. The
installer menu screen should now say "locked" next to
the bit error rate (which during search says "search"). To

go from the installer menu to TV reception, follow the
standard procedure:

1) (Having saved the new data by pushing "yes" and
seeing "data saved" appear in the upper right hand
corner)

2) Push "View" which will move you to "channel 0" iu
the bouquet

3) Use the channel up button (lower left) to go to
channel I (and so on up through the bouquet).

Some notes. As long as you are in the installer lnenu,
you can stop the search mode at any point within that
search by simply pushing channel up/down one time. If
you have defined a sizeable search area (such as
950-1450) and the search routine locates a transmission
it recognises (locking), by pushing "view" you can exit
search to investigate the reception.

I noted that you will probably not want to be searclring
over a wide frequency range. Here is why.

I ) When search locates a signal that matches the
entered parameters, locks, and you go to view, you
cannot restart search to continue through the remainder
of the defined IF window.

2) If you inspect carefully the tables appearing on
pages 26 and27, you will note that it is very unusualto
have the same FEC and Msym rates in use by two or
more services (the Chinese SCPC being an obvious
exception).

To restart search, you must return to the installer menu
and change some instruction. Assume you started with a
search window from 950 - 1450 MHz. And yolr are on
As2 horizontal having entered FEC 314 and Msyn of
(0)4.418. It begins at IF 950 and goes up until it locates
Hubei TY at 1296 (MHz). There it locks, you push "yes"

to save, "view" to look and then channel up to go from 0
to l. Satisfied that it found and works on the first
(lowest IF) Chinese SCPC, now you want to go higher
to find the second Chinese SCPC.

The original "search window" entered was 950-1450.
The receiver started at 950 and went up to 1296 before it
located a "lock." Ideally, there would be a button or two
to push to restart the search at 1296 and send it upwards
in the IF band. Sadly, not possible. To restart. retunr to
the installer menu and enter anew the frequency range to
be scanned; 1300-1450 might be a good choice in our
example. It will of course next find Hunan TV at 1303 -



Model Receiver Can locate if you
know no

parameters

Can locate if you
know approx.
frequency only

Can locate if you
only know FEC

Can locate if you
only know Msym

Can locate if you
know FEC and

Msym

HSS-IOOC no no no no tedious frequency
search

9500s yes yes yes yes yes

D9223 no no no yes yes

followed by Guandong at 13 10. The next Chinese SCPC
is Inner Mongolia with FEC 314 and Msym of (0)8.397.
With the normal Chinese SCPC Msym of (0)4.418
previously entered, it will not find Inner Mongolia at
(lF) 1322.(because Msym [0]8.397 is different)..

There are other demands on you when using the
D9223 in their search format.

1) Search only works from the DVB mode
2) The 14118 volt switching will not work so if you

have a polarisation switching LNBF or a dual feed with
a coax switch, you cannot use them. Strangely, the 14l18
volt switching does work in the MPEG mode but as
search only works frorn DVB mode - you cannot get
there from here.

So given these shortcomings, why has SA elected to
include this so-called "search mode" in the software at
all? Beats me - at best it is a toy and certainly would be
of no value to a commercial (cable, broadcast) user. A
real search mode would allow you to either enter a
frequency or a frequency span and the receiver would
come back and tell you what the actual frequency is as
well as the FEC and Msym rate for any bouquets
Iocated. Now that would be something to write about.

I still believetheD9223 is generally a good unit if you
wish to monitor all of the technical data associated with
DVB signals. And it is the only receiver out there, at
least in the software version reviewed here, which gives
you totally glitch free reception for all services,
including of course the FTA PowerVu. The D9223
allows PAL signals to output in PAL, NTSC to output in
NTSC. And in fixed PID mode, you can watch and listen
to TV and separately receive a radio audio service
simultaneously; no other can do this.

The Hyundai HSS-100C
This receiver has a built in fan which is a first for a

consumer unit. It will view all DVB compliant free to air
signals and all of the PowerVu FTAs with the ex.ception
of RAI/AAR-AART on PAS-2. It sees and passes
through PAL to PAL and NTSC to NTSC. It has a minor
problem when viewing NTSC signals - the audio (lip)
synch is delayed. This is easily user corrected by
pushing the remote control "pause" button (freezes the
picture) and then "pause" a second time which brings
the audio and video into lip synch. There is an exceptiorr
to this: BBC World in NTSC PowerVu (FTA) will over
tirne (typically one hour) simply lose audio outpLrt. YoLr
get it back by changing up or down one programme
channel and then returning to the BBC: Bingo - audio
restored. This would not be a suitable receiver for BBC
World in a cable or SMATV environment because of
this problem, however. (Of interest- the BBC service is
the only one in the NTSC California bouquet which
does not require you to push the pause button to get the
lip synch working properly. BBC starts out in PAL, is
converted to NTSC someplace in North America, and
then added to the California bouquet for transmission on
PAS-2. Apparently, in the data stream there must be a
bit or two that sneaks through often enough to confuse
the receiver about whether it is PAL or NTSC.)

Now, if there is any kind of "low level access control"
in the data stream, the Hyundai cannot cope with the
data stream and tells you "This channel is scrambled."
For example, there was a period when the PAS-2 Ku
feeds of ABC National and Imparja brought up the "This

channel is scrambled" message when in fact the Nokia
95005 and the PowerVu were running just fine. I am not

AND
allow direct selection of anv

bouquet from menu

Tells you on screen in menu
identity of each programme

channel located and
memorised

Model Receiver Will memorise all
parameters for any

SCPC/MCPC bouquet
located

yes, but you must supply
parameters

yes, but you must make
separate list to associate
memory channels with

specifi c progranrme channels

Only one comfortably, two
maximum (see text)
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certain what they do with the data stream to cause the

Hyundai to panic and ignore the FTA but suffice to say

that any programmer that really wanted to deny access

to a Hyundai could duplicate this particular data routine

and all Hyundai receivers would fall over (which would

cause those people who initially selected the Nokia to be

extra glad they did so!).
The Hyundai has a good front end (i.e., the tuner has

good sensitivity). However, if the signal is weak or if

you are tuned to a PowerVu service during a period

when they are downloading instructions to PowerVu

receivers (i.e., "boot loading"), the HSS-100C will

simply lock up. If this happens, turn it off at the mains

and then turn it back on.
When the receiver is first turned on, it performs a data

check which can take some minutes (wait, wait, wait)'

You must know all of the digital parameters to get the

Hyundai to load (rnemorise) a bouquet' When you have

the bouquet in memory, it gives you a memory "channel

number" on screell but no programmer identification,

Users make a list which has the receiver memory

channel number plus the identity of the programmers on

it. When the Hyundai is powered down, it will not

always come back to the last channel viewed when

powered back up. As often as not when powering up, it

will tune to the sffongest signal in the memory which

corresponds to the satellite and polarisation which you

are pointed towards. When you are selecting programme

channels inside of a particular bouquet (such as the

Califomia PowerVu group), as you scroll channel to

channel to the last viewable service (FTA-Bloomberg

Financial), the Hyundai seems to lock there. Not so - it

is being told to scroll td the next up channel which may

not be on the same satellite or polarity. It seems to
"lock" in default because you are asking it to find

something that is not there.
There is no provision for a CA module or a smart card'

And this is the problem with some of the

semi-conditional access services. Some service data

streams ask the receiver, "Do you have a CAM?" and if

the answer is no, then the software tells the receiver
"This channel is encrypted." Even when it is not -

merely not having a CAM is enough to cause the

HSS-100C to default to "This channel is scrambled."

The HSS-100C also has no signal level indication so you

never really know how close you may be to threshold

(signal loss) until the signal begins dropping in and out.

On the positive side, in addition to the top-rate tuner, it

has 14/18 volt switching and does both C and Ku

reception. And, as noted, the receiver is fan cooled and

it runs at a very tidy, comfortable temperature.
The Nokia 9500 S

As most everyone now knows, the principal problem

with the Nokia is the "NTSC (PowerVu) glitch." The

95005 will view all free to air PAL, NTSC (such as Star

TV) and PowerVu INTSC or PAL) services. It gives you

PAL direct to screen (no problem) but tries to convert
NTSC to PAL with less than complete success. Every 20

seconds the video freezes on the screen, the screen may
go black for a millisecond and then the reception comes

back'perfect until the next glitch 20 seconds later.
The glitch can be partially corrected by entering (see

page 11, bottom) into the infamous red screen menu
where you select software commands to convert the
NTSC to PAL but running at the unfortunate rate of 60

hertz per second. Now we have a mixed bag - 60 hertz
NTSC with a PAL image (which normally is at 50
hertz). If you do this fix on BBC World, you will
possibly lose the audio - which you get back by

changing programme bouquet channel and then

returning to BBC.
The Nokia will find a bouquet for you if you knou' the

approximate frequency but do not know the FEC or

symbol rate. There is no other receiver that will do this'

Once the bouquet is found, it loads up the programme

channels on the menu in front of you assigning a

memory channel "number" to each programmer along

with an on screen identification of the service. It extracts

this ident information from the data stream (as does the

De223).
I am not certain how many bouquets or progralnme

channels it can stack in memory since nobody in the

Pacific - to the best of my knowledge - has managed to

fill it up as of yet. ( It is certainly well beyond 100 - our

95005 is now at 140 programme channels in memory

and still adding - editor). Once in memory, if your dislr

is pointing at the proper satellite and you have the

appropriate polarity, selecting the desired programme

channel from the memory (with the remote cotrtrol)

brings up the service instantly - no waiting. When the

Nokia is powered down and back up, it returns to last

channel viewed.
Now - there are several software versions of the 9500

S in the Pacific and Asia regions and not all versions

operate exactly as mine does. This is about the "e3"

version (as shown on the front panel LCD when the

receiver powers up) with the 2.233(4) software (which

may appear on a white sticker on the bottom of the

case). I understand this (2.233141) version is sold in

Europe as the Mascom 92005. The primary difference in

the software versions is the ability to memory stack
(earlier versions would only stack 4 bouquets maximum)

and the red menu operation. The Nokia has a CAM spot

and a smart card slot but to the best of my knowledge

none of the units shipped to the Pacific have the CAM

installed or functional; and for good reason (1).

The-Nokia front end is the equal of the Hyundai (very

good) and both are significantly more sensitive than the

D9223 (in fact, Nokia and Hyundai source their tuners

from the same manufacturer). And, 14118 volt switching

is built in and the Nokia will do either C or Ku with

equal ease. Of some importance, the Nokia has a signal



MORE Hints and Kinks With the D9223
l f  you are in  Menu 3 (search) ,  DVB mode,  and for  some reason the s ignal  goes away ( is  lost ) ,  the receiver

wi l l  resume "search"  on i ts  own.  l f  by chance (such as on AsiaSat  2,  Chinese SCPC) i t  locates another
serv ice wi th the same FEC and Msym parameters,  i t  wi l l  lock to th is  new serv ice and stay there.  I  therefore
suggest  that  i f  you are not  "p lay ing"  wi th th is  toy mode,  you leave i t  o f f  for  general  recept ion.  And,  i f  you

are c lever  You can store two d i f ferent  bouquets,  Go to DVB mode and store the FEC, Msym. f requency for
(example)  CCTV (which is  PowerVu).  Now change to the DVB mode,  to the insta l ler  menu and enter  a new

frequency,  FEC and Msym for  a serv ice such as NBC which is  not  PowerVu.  Save these numbers.  Now go to
v iew and channel  up and you should f ind the NBC serv ices.  By swi tch ing f rom DVB to MPEG, you can

change between a PowerVu serv ice and a non-PowerVu serv ice wi th both in  res ident  memory.  Yes -  th is
data stays in  memory even when you power down,

level display which is very useful in determining relative
"lock-ability" of signals you locate. As soon as you enter
the (correct) frequency into the Nokia "Antenna

Adjustment" menu, the bottom of screen signal level
indicator will change (the red line will move to the right
indicating more signal).

And about the red screen menu. What you are doing is
asking the receiver to process 60 hertzNTSC as 60 hertz
PAL. PAL is by definition 50 hertz and picture
blemishes (top of screen flagging, especially on blue:
brief freeze frarning on occasion) results. If you follow
the red menu process, within (say) the California
bouquet, you cau then surf through the bouquet after
one-time entering instructions. You can also surf to
NBC and it will process the PAL x 50 hertz as PAL x 60
hertz (again, with flagging). What you cannot do is surf
and then watch a PowerVu PAL format bouquet (such as
CCTV). It will surf fine and stay acceptable for 3-4

minutes, and then go to a grey screen 'crash.' The way
out is to power down and then back up again and start
over. The Nokia is uniquely software equipped for
serious surfing since it includes hexadecimal options.
Hint: When in the red menu, push no buttons other than
channel up/down and on/off. Wrong button equals grey
screen crash every time!
Finally

The present breed of MPEG IRDs are at best
susceptible to software and power line faults. Heat, as I
have written here previously, is a significant problern
and can only be cured by cooling the IRD (see SF#33, p.
6). A very reasonable investment for any IRD is a Power
Surge/Power Spike Protector. And remember - neither
Nokia nor Hyundai make any claims for NTSC or
PowerVu reception. You cannot hold either firm
responsible if- for whatever reason the data stream
changes and your receiver stops processing.

1/ About the Nokia 95OO S CAM and smart card rout ine, The software version of the Nokia "e3"

described here is ident i f ied as "2.233(4)" but this can only be found on a loosely appl ied white st icker stuck
to the bottom of the receiver.  The st icker may wel l  have dropped off  before you unpack the unit  f rom the
factory. The Nokia/Mascom 92OOS, which is sold in Europe as a "free to air"  receiver,  also uses the same
2.233(41 software. In the (PacificiAsia) e3 version, the CAM are-you-there? software is overwritten
(bypassed) which is what al lows this version receiver to access data streams that contain the CAM?
quest ion. However,  as European Nokia-Xpert  Christ ian Mass reports:
"Since you don't really need to receive pay-TV packages with this receiver, a CAM (module) is not included
(by the factory). But a CAM can be plugged in if you want to. The funny thing is that officially you shoutd

not be able to add a CAM. The 'sliders' for the CAM (built into the receiver to accept the insertion of a CAM
as an after market add-on) have been made slightly shorter, by Nokia at the factory, to prevent you from

adding a CAM. You can still do so, with care. lsolate the bottom of the CAM with some insulating tape to
prevent a chip resting right below the CAM insert hole from being rubbed by the CAM parts. That is it!"

I t  appears the (Pacif  ic lAsia) e3 version and the 92005 (European) version do not approach the
cam-are-you-there? data stream bits with the same result .  Therefore, i t  is unl ikely the e3 wi l l  work with a
CAM added since i t  ignores the CAM? in the f i rst  place. Which says we have the better version out here!

Robin's "Short-Form" Nokia NTSC to PAL 60 Hz
FIRST - f ind a service that is running NTSC ( i .e. ,  EWTN). Lock the image, pul l  out the antenna lead (or

switch polar i ty) so the image wi l l  f  reeze on the screen (after 2 seconds, image may disappear or screen may
go blank -  this is OK). Now enter the fol lowing commands (*) :

(1) *TV (display on Nokia LCD changes from EWTN to TV); (2) *  Radio; (3) *  99; (4) *  Radio; (5) *Menu;
(6) *4 ("Encoder menu");  (7) *Push r ight arrow, then enter fol lowing with "OK" after each entrv ("Mark" in
German language menu vers ions) ;  (8 )  *  Pa i r ;  (9 )  *71 ;  (10)  *  83  (when you en ter  th is  command,  you shou ld
not ice  the  screen move le f t  s l igh t ly .  B  is  equa l  to  rad io  bu t ton . )  (11)  *  6E;  (12)  *  4O;  (13)  *  61 ;  (14)  *  03
(when th is  command is  en tered ,  sc reen w i l l  f l i cker  s l igh t ly  and then go  to  fu l l  w id th ) ;  (16)  *  OK;  (17)  *  TV;
(15) *Radio; (16) * TV. EWTN should now reappear on front LCD display; plug antenna/LNB l ine back in or

ref l ip the polar i ty and you have EWTN in glor ious PAL 60 hertz.  Note the above command sequences
originated with 'Boy Scouts'  in Europe but have been modif ied by

Robin Colquhoun for Pacif ic use.



RUPERT KEITH MURDOCH
MAD or MAGNIFICENT?

"Murdoch's enthusiasm for satellite television - which
has been the distinguishing feature of News
Corporation's development in the 1990s- is heavily
influenced by his politics. When, in September 1993, he
launched a rlew range of programmes on his BSkyB
service, he declared:

Advances in the technology of telecommunications
have proved an unambiguous threat to totalitarian

regimes everywhere ... satellite broadcasting makes it
possible for information-hungry residents of many

closed societies to bypass state-controlled television.
"Murdoch illustrated his arguments by referring to the

way in which the horrors of famine in Africa and the
war in Bosnia had been brought to our television
screens. But within minutes he was also talking of the
power of satellites to overcome government regulation
and within twenfy-four hours caustically referred to the
BBC, ITV and Channel 4 as 'government controlled.'
The images that bypass the controls of governments
which Murdoch dislikes are, of course, chosen by those
who own and run Sky. The only choice the viewer has is

to switch the television set on or off." (1)
Rupert Murdoch owns or controls Asia's STAR TV,

Britain's BSkyB, India's ISkyB. Firms he owns or
controls manage the digital versiott Palapa Indovision,
South America's Televisa. News Cotp, his basic
operating company, owlts significant portions of
Australia's Foxtel and more recently moved to control
DTH provider Australis-Galaxy as well. It also owns
30% of the newly reformed TSAT, an American DBS
provider that started life as Primestar. One year ago a
i.r-ew Zealand Murdoch controlled firm (lNL) entered
negotiations to acquire up to 80% of New Zealand Sky
Network. Tliose negotiations died in February, but are
back active again with every likelihood Murdoch will
control and operate NZ Sky shortly.

His personal net worth, a lneasure of his assets, is
estimated by knowledgeable business journals to be in
excess of US$3 bill ion. He is ranked number l0
world-wide in a list that has as undisputed number
one-most rich person in the world William Gates of
Microsoft (et al) at US$36.4 bill ion. Not bad for an
Australian boy that entered the world of publishing
while attending Geelong Grammar School in 1947.

1/ Ouoted from MURDOCH The Great Escape,
revised and updated edit ion publ ished by Warner

B o o k s  ( 1 9 9 4 ) .

"Monopoly is a terrible thing. until you have it"

Murdoch's father, an Australian journalist with
then-modest holdings, sent his son to work in the
newspaper world as a cadet reporter. While Rupert was
attending Oxford, senior Murdoch invested into a
minority holding with News Limited, publisher of the
Adelaide News.In 1953, his father deceased, Murdoch
returned to assume the role of his father at age 23. News
Limited at the time controlled but did not wholly own
the Adelaide News, the Sunday Mail, Radio Call and the
Barrier Miner in Broken Hill. At that time, it is unlikely
News Limited, now controlled by Rupert. had a rnarket
valuation in excess of A$1 million. In 1997, News
Limited is the largest family-controlled media business
in the world with newspaper and magazine holdings
throughout the Pacific, Asia, Europe and North
America. In recent years News Limited has paid as
much as US$2.3 bill ion for a single magazine (TV Guide
in the USA; 1988).

To date, eight separate books about Murdoch have
been published. More are in progress. At 66 years of
age, he has attracted more media attention than anyone
else on the "Rich People" list; even more than
Microsoft's Gates. Each book tries to unravel the
cornplexity of the man, to determine what tnotivates
him, how his rules of life have allowed him to arnass
such tremendous power, and with that, wealth. Most of
the accounts portray Murdoch as a magician with
finance and spell out in endless detail how he has
repeatedly rescued his various businesses from the brink
of disaster by swift financial manipulation. Several
knowledgeable books, written with the assistance of
former Murdoch employees (of which there are legions),
suggest his debts are so huge that not even Rupert
himself could accurately complete a financial statement.

His father and the legacy left to him by the senior
Murdoch apparently created two unbendable rules that
Rupert has followed religiously since 1953:

l) Never lose control of your company, but use other
people's money to finance your growth; and,

2)Let politicians fear your power and call upon thern
for favours when necessary.

Nothing builds a relationship with politicians better
than owning newspapers, radio and television stations,
even television networks. Books about Murdoch
chronicle hundreds of instances where a Murdoch
controlled media outlet has come to the support of an
ailing politician, or in reverse, sped up the demise of an
out of favour politician. Margaret Thatcher was (and

remains) a close friend. When British law stood in the



Mur4och / News Corp Owned /Controlled/lnueste.d Satellite Ttat
A s i a S a t 1 ( t o b e A s i a S a t g ; t o s ' s @ s i a S a t 2 ( 1 o o 5 . E - ' 3 C b a n d t r a n s p o n d e r s ;

As t ra  1A (19 '2E)  l5  Ku t ransponders ;  As t ra  1B (19 .2E)  /  5  Ku t ransponders ;  ASTRA 1C (1g .2E)  /  1  Ku
band transponder;  ASTRA 2A (to launch to 29.2E) /  14 Ku band transponders; Galaxy S (125W) /  1 C bano

transponder (on behalf  of  The Family Channel) ;  Galaxy Z (g1W) /  4 C band transponders (on behalf  of  FX
and Fox Network USA); GEl (103w) /  6 C-band transponders (on behalf  of  var ious sport ing interests);  GE2(85w) I  24 Ku band transponders (with pr imestar/TATS); tntelsat 7o3 (s7E) /  1 c band traispondel Jc_su,
4  ( temporar i l y  1SOE)  l12Ku band;  Optus  81  (16OE)  3  Ku t ransponders  on  beha l f  o f  Sky  NZ (when dea l  i s

announced in  September ) ;  Optus  83  (1b6E)  l2Ku band t ransponder ts  (on  beha l f  o f  Aus t ra l i s  -Ga laxy) ;
Pafapa c2(113E) l2 C band transponders (on behalf  of  Indovision);  panAmSat pAs-2 (169E) /  1 C bano

transponder (on behalf  of  Fox Sport) ;  PanAmSat 3R (43W) /  1 C band transponder (on behalf  of  Fox Sport) ;
PanAmsat PAS-4 (68.5E) l7 Ku band transponders; PanAmSat 6 ( to launch, DBS service to South America)
I  12Ku transponders; SATCOM 1 (137W) /  7 C band transponders (on behalf  of  Fox Sports,  Fox Networr) ;
s A T c o M 3 ( 1 3 1 w )  / l  c b a n d ( o n b e h a t f  o f  r h e F a m i t y c h a n n e t ) ; T e t s t a r 4 ( g g w )  / 4 c b a n d ( o n b e h a l f  o f

Fox Network) USA;TEMPO 2 (1 18.8W) - 24 Ku transponders

way of
business
rescued

Murdoch acquirir-rg an upper hand in some
relationship, PM Thatcher appears to have

him on numerous occasions. In return. his
newspapers supported Lady Thatcher and railed against
her opponents for as long as she was in power. When
Murdoch expanded to the United States. a personal
relationship with (then) President Ronald Reagan was
instrumental in gaining approval for Murdoch
acquisitions. When a regulation that stopped Murdoch
from becoming a major power in the US media stood in
his way, he quietly and without fuss became a citizen of
the US with the full and probably necessary support of
politicians.

Control. One account tells the story of a young
Murdoch, attending Oxford, vacationing through France
in a car provided by his father. A companion for the trip
claims he repeatedly asked Murdoch to stop 'here or
there' and the requests were ignored. Exasperated, the
companion finally exclaimed - "llhy won't you let me
make any of the decisions about where we go, stop or
eat?" And the answer: "This is my car, !am the driver
and ! will decide where v)e stop, when and for what
purpose."

Control. In the newly emerging digital satellite world,
it is called encryption. With the appropriate data stream,
every digital receiver in the world can be told,'where to
stop, when and for what purpose." The man who owns
the encryption system controls what you will watch or
not watch.

News Datacom Limited (recently renamed News
Digital Systems - NDS) is a wholly owned News
Limited subsidiary. NDS is headquartered in Israel and
they speeialise on behalf of Murdoch in scrambling
algorithms. NDS automatically has as clients all
Murdoch owned or controlled satellite delivery services.
That includes Galaxy in Australia, Star TV in Asia,
ISkyB in India, BSkyB in Europe - in fact virtually every
pay TV system in the world (including the DirecTV
DTH service in North America) is a user of NDS
algorithms. If they are not (presently) owned or
controlled by Murdoch, they are his customer through
NDS (as is, for example, Sky NZ for their Videocrypt
algorithms). Murdoch recently explained his passion for

this seerningly mundane segment of the pay television
business:

"We invest in technology so that no one can act as
a gatekeeper between us and our customers and we
maintain control over our distribution and content.,'

Translation? "! own the car, and ! wilt decide when
and where we stop, and for what purpose.,, Murdoch.
perhaps with great insight, has to date stayed our of the
IRD (receiver) business. Of course his relationship to
UK supplier Pace is legendary - a co-founder of pace
recently told a British journalist, ',If Murdoch one clay
decided to stop his orders or stop sending cheques for
past deliveries, Pace could disappear in a puff of smoke
- overnight."

Pace depends upon the various Murdoch digital DTH
platforms world-wide to stay in business. Murdoch does
not have to build the receivers to control the receiver
business - because through NDS he controls the
encryption routines which allow the pace receivers ro
operate. Why buy the car if you control the petrol
supply?

Ten, even five years back, if you wanted to develop a
broadcasting service to a new country or region of the
world, first you would have to obtain licenses in the
target country for broadcast transmitters. First and
foremost, that always involved politics. Nations defend
access to their airwaves with the same vigour as they
defend their borders. In Asia, ultimately a model for the
rest of the world, Star TV (Asia) gambled with a brave,
new concept. Replace terrestrial TV transmitters with a
satellite service, leap above the borders and go directly
to the audience without passing the politicians. Star's
idea was so good, and successful so rapidly, that Rupert
Murdoch simply had to buy out the founders and own it.

He did this at a time when his UK satellite service was
just recovering from a near fatal bout of financial losses
- to the tune of losing US$25 million each weekt There

would turn out to be significant operating differences
between the UK BSkyB and the Asian Star TV. In
England, the market was clearly defined - the British
Isles. One language, one set of business and social



values, and a national passion for soccer. plus, Murdoch
had the valuable support and aid of his wholly owned
national newspapers and a list of political favours"owed" by those stil l in power.

Asia was 53* countries speaking several hundred
languages. Some were democratic and elected their
leaders, many others were ruled by various forms of
military or political clicks. When Rupert Murdoch
procfaimed, "satellite broadcasting makes it possible for
inforntation-hungry residents of many closed societies to
bypass state-controlled television,,, he got a response.
Chinese officials declared ownership of a satellite dish"capable of receiving foreign telecasts" il legal.
Malaysia declared Star TV "not welcome." Iranian
leaders demanded that 250,000 home satellite dish
systems be taken down, and tumed in to the authorities.
Indian politicians tried to pass a law to make viewing of
Star TV illegal. failing that created a taxation category
guaranteed to keep Murdoch from earning any money in
their country.

Murdoch's September 1993 statement got him far more
of a reaction than he had anticipated. Retrospectively,
his intent was to hype the public stock flotation for
BSkyB. In fact, the reaction of politicians in Asia caused
quite the opposite market reaction. Star TV admits it has
never made money for Murdoch; in a typical year since
1994, the annual News Limited financial statement
draws a footnote that typically says something like this:

Star TV reaches | 3O mittion people in 53 countries.
/fs /osses are in line with expectations for a start_up
business and it has progressed well in the past 7 2

months.
Since Murdoch assumed ownership control of Star TV
(Asia) in 1993, there have been several game plans
advanced to make Star profitable. Late in 1994, Star
executives announced a plan that is stil l unfolding.
Although Star had been created (by Hong Kong based
Hutchvision) as an 'Asia-wide' service platforrn,
Murdoch realised after his infamous ,'satellite television
makes it possible to bypass state-controlled
television" speech that in fact this was not the model to
profitability. Hutchvision, stil l new and hardly out of the
glamorous start-up phase when acquired by Murdoch,
believed that if you filled the satellite airwaves with
imported American, British and other English language
programming, you could be a success. politicians in
countries such as China, Malaysia and India saw'Baywatch' and 'Beverly Hills 90210, as electronic'imperialism' and were certain in advance they did not
want their countrymen walking the streets irnitating rap
music picked up frorn MTV.

In October of 1994. a year after proclaiming Star TV
would be 'All Asian,' a new plan was announced. Star
TV would break up into modules, each one
self-contained and language and target area specific. The

mostly English language version might stil l exist, but it
would become less important as Star developed
programming alliances with programmers inside of each
major target area. lndia, Indonesia, Japan were three
obvious choices for their own brand of Star TV
programming. Indeed, as you read these words ISkyB is
testing using 7 Ku-band transponders on pAS_4 into
India, Indovision is on the streets selling 20+ channels
of digital TV from Jakarta (delivered via palapa C2) and
JSkyB is scheduled for a 1998 launch with 100+ dieital
channels.

China remains difficult. yes, Star TV has been able to
gain approval for a very limited amount of progranming
delivery (primarily their 'phoenix Channel') to hotel
SMATV systems in China proper. No, there is no"digital bouquet" such as ISkVB, Indovision or JSkyB
planned. Chinese officials are still smarting from
Murdoch's 1993 speech and an incident that foilowed.
involving transmission by Star of a BBC report that a
high Chinese official had engaged in questionable
sexual activities. As recently as this June, while
addressing a trade conference of the working press in
Tokyo, Murdoch was offering an olive brarrch to the
Chinese listening. He said:

"We recognise that China is a distinctive market
with distinctive social and moral values that western
companies, like News Corporation, must learn to
abide by. Certainly, as a company, News Corporation,
given the opportunity, would like to work alongside
the Chinese in devetoping advanced DBS (direct
broadcast satellite) technologies enabling them to
deliver not just multi-channel television programming
but government information, training, education and
medical services throughout China.,,

Murdoch, like most of the western economic world.
envisions in China the world's most rapidly developing
consumer marketplace. China in 1997 will produce l5%
of the world's television receivers and VCRs - vinually
all for internal consumption. To supplement that
production, it will imporr another 5 million TV
receivers. The Chinese allnounce "plans" in very general
terms and then surprise the balance of the world with the
detail. An example: 12 MpEG-2 digital TV regional
programming channels, dropped onto AsiaSat 2 this past
January, with no notice. Murdoch realises that China
alone could pay off the losses for Star TV to date and,
unlike India or Indonesia or Japan, there is at least a
chance that whomever ultimately does win the "Chinese

DTH prize" will in fact end up with something
approaching an exclusive there.
Programminq Control

Classic Murdoch quotations might one day fill a book.
Here's one:

"Monopoly is a terribte thing, untit you have it.,,
Murdoch and his top managers believe that sport

drives pay TV, followed distantly by movies and more
distantly by news. His first serious venture into news
was the BSkyB "Sky News (London)" channel. seen on

L



AsiaSat 2 within several bouquets. More recently, Fox
News has been launched in the USA, primarily intended
at first for redistribution to America's cable TV homes.
In the news area Murdoch locks horns with foe Ted
Turner. Turner and Murdoch pretend to hate each other;
recently Turner publicly challenged Murdoch to "put on
the gloves, climb into a ring and duke it out" (with
Turner). Seven years Turner's senior, Murdoch ignored
the jab. The media world saw it as the ultimate "pay to
view" boxing event with a purse in the hundreds of
millions of dollars.

Movies are a more difficult issue. For all of his power
and money, Murdoch is a light weight in the world of
Hollyrvood. Early in 1985, News America purchased
50o/o of Fox Films (a Hollyrvood production company)
and by year's end the balance for US$575 million. There
were fwo reasons: First, his TV networks were going to
need films and the products best created in a movie
studio. Second, it was an entree into the closely knit
world of Hollywood show business and he needed the
clout of being a "studio owner" to do deals with other
studios. However, Fox Films has been mostly a financial
disaster foflowing a lucky streak in 1991 with Home
Alone and Sleeping with the Enemy.

It has been in sport where Murdoch has shown unusual
skills. In England, BSkyB paid big money for Premier
League Soccer rights. BSkyB subscriptions shot
skyward when these matches began screening
exclusively on Sky Sport. In New Zealand, he purchased
rights to rugby which he then resold in part to Sky
Network (NZ). Throughout Asia he has been teaming
with E,SPN or going it alone to tie up sporting rights
well into the next millennium. In America, his Fox TV
Network outbid the older, more established, networks
for major audience draws such as NFL football, NHL
hockey, NBA basketball. Then, in June, he did the sport
deal of the century: Joining forces with the world's
largest cable TV operator (TCI), for US$850 million
they bought the assets of 7 (US) cable TV sporting
networks, Madison Square Garden (the New York City
home of big apple sports), the New York Knicks (NBA
basketball) and New York Ranges (NHL hockey) plus
television coverage rights to 20 Major League Baseball
teams, 17 National Basketball Association teams, 12
National Hockey League teams and 20 college level
conferences. How much sport is that? Enough to
completely fill "more than 12 transponders" with sport,
24 hours a day,365 days ayear. It is not beyond reason
to anticipate a series of satellites which carry nothing
but sport channels in the decade ahead.

And they are not done yet. Fox Sports will be the
home of multiple-rnultiple channels of sport, linked
globally, operating to bring virtually any sport event of
interest to any spot on the globe. For a price. The
schedule date for "launch" of all of this is the middle of
I  998.

Alas - There are wrinkles to iron out
The keys to making all of this work are financing and

security. Billions of dollars are invested in advance sport
contracts, movie deals, and hardware orders. Satellite
transponders (see table on page 13) are an almost
throwaway commodity. With compression techniques
nearing a technology plateau, a 36 MHz transponder
looks likely to be capable of handling up to l0 full
action (sport) channels simultaneously.

Murdoch's people plan 100 to 200 programme channel
bouquets wherever the markets are large enough to
support such extravagant offerings. Japan, India, E,urope
and North America will all have 100+ channels to work
with. In the likelihood that Australia's Galaxy and New
Zealand's Sky end up being rolled into a single service
provider serving both countries, under Murdoch
management and using not the present Galaxy Irdeto
conditional access system but rather a newer News
Digital Systems CA, major readjustments are ahead.

The success of the News Digital Systems, certainly the
world leader in providing conditional access encryption
technology, is a worry to many observers. No, it is not
tlrat Murdoch controls everyone's car telling it where,
when and why to stop that worries these people. Rather,
it is the CSA (Common Scrambling Algorithrn)
approach that all conditional access systems from NDS
share. Here's the concern.

The widespread adoption of the MPEG-2 DVB
compliant digital standard only makes the piracy-driven
hacker's job easier. A piracy-driven individual or firm.
once they have mastered the DVB algorithm (which is
available in public places for study), then goes to work
on the Common Scrambling Algorithm which forms the
base level encryption. Each individual programmer. with
the assistance of a firm such as NDS, adds a final layer
of encryption on top of the first two as their own
conditional access architecture.

The situation is very similar to having a combination
lock with three sets of "numbers" to be found. The DVB
algorithm is available to the public (the first number)
while the CSA is supposed to be available only to a
broadcaster who has signed a confidentiality agreement.
Unfortunately, the "C" in CSA stands for common which
means that it only takes one leak in the security
world-wide for the second "number" to become known
to hackers. That leaves a dedicated hacker searching for
the third and last "number" to open the safe.

NDS's largest digital DTH customer, DirecTV in
North America, was dismayed to identifu "hack smart
cards" in the US and Canadian marketplace one year
ago. Pirates had found all three "numbers" and now the
safe door was open. Arrests and court cases followed.
More recently, late in July in fact, similar pirate cards
surfaced in Europe which allow access to digital
bouquets there. Murdoch's entire empire is built on the
security of smart cards and if that fails - it's all over.
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INSTALL SATELLITE?
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UNCLE BAYSAT
would like to remind
you that satellite TV

does not begin ...
and end ... with the
new SKY Network

service.

There are many,
many services on

satellite which appeal
to tens of thousands

of viewers in the
South Pacific. We

believe these viewers
would be quick off

the mark to purchase
a system that is

designed for their
particular interests

and life styles.

We are forging ahead to create system
packages that are easy to sell, quick to

insull, low in "Profile," high in
performance and most importantly -

profitable to you, the dealer.

Paraclipse 1.5m Hydro

BAYSAT TEAM?
Our Paraclipse 1.5m

Hydro
for example produces P5

reception from CFI Paris in
a complete dealer Package
under $800 (+gst)!  And

we now have cheaper
packages of PowerVu
(CMT, EWTN) and

MPEG-2 DVB couPled
with innovative marketing
assistance that makes you
the local satellite expert.

And remember - Uncle
Baysat doesn't send staff

into "your patch" to
compete with you!

You are iust a toll free call
away from ioining the

rcam that puts Profit into
satellite TVI

We STILL accept
VISA. Mastercard with

N0 surcharge!

BAY SATELLITE TV LTD

PO Box 3311 o Napier,  New Zealand '  tel  tol l  f ree 0800-BAYSAT
lnternational 64-6-843-5296o Fax 64-6-843-6429 (o8oo'229-7281
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kawa' N ap ier

e-mail john@baYsat.co.nz
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SL-7900RP: 500 channel memory Hi-Fi Stereo satellite receiver with tull motorised actuator dish control built-in. Two lF inouts
(950-2050 MHz); Standard 27l18MHz lF bandwidths, plus 32 step threshold extension for signals as weak as 3dB C/N; Fully
tuneable audio sub-carrier range (5.5 * 9.5 MHz) independent on L and R channels; Selectable wide (2B0kHz) and nanow (150kHi)
audio bandwidth with J1 7, 50uS or Hi-Fi 1 600 de-emphasis; Full polarizer control; TV modulator (E21-E69) + 3 SCART 21 pin
outputs, separate L and R RCA audio outputs. Every function (including antenna, feed settings) logged into memory for instant
recall - totally automatic channel search with companion handheld lR rernote. Consistently rated by leading publications "Most
versatile, low threshold, ultimate consumer receive/' world-wide. Truly, the next best thing to being hard wired to the satellite.
SL-7900RP from Bay Satellite TV Ltd, PO. Box 331 1 , Napier; NZ. Tel 64-6-843-5296 (Fax 64-6-843-6429)
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Chanse Over Time is Just Ahead

Intelsat 511 at 180E was launched in 1985. It is tired,

old, inclined and troublesome' I701, launched in 1993,

will replace it at 180E early in September. There are

major changes (in transponder assignments and signal

levels) ahead. 701 will mix 33 dBw zone and

hemispheric beams with 26 dBw global and 36 dBw

spot beams to.create an entirely new arra.y ofrcoverage
zones and services for the Pacific. Polarisation witl be

RHC (right hand circular) or LHC and:welll know more

after a month or two of operation. For a unique

experidnce, watch for the- i'change bver" as services

move from 51 1 to 701 and often new transponders.

HERE IT COMES - READY OR NOT!
70"1  to  180E 51 1  R. l .P

151 1 -beams and coverage from 18OE
d

1701 beams and coverage f rom 18OE

TR
Number

Bandwidth
for 701

A Polarity
beam

B Polarity
beam

C-band
bandwidth

C-band
centre

L-band
(lF) centre

51 I  User is
/L-band

1 5 l  I
Maximum

l70 r
Maximum

t-2 77 MHz Hemi Zone 3704-3'181 2 ' 7 L )  \ |,40'7 .5 t+) . / .

Keystone
29 dBw 33 dBw

J-Z+ 7 2 M H z Hemi Zone 3789-3 86 I 3,825 |  ? ? 5 I  385
10 Aust.

29 dBw 33 dBw

5 34MHz Hemi Zone 3869-3903 3,886 t,264 1274
7 Aust.

29 dBw 33 dBw

6 34MHz Hemi Zone 3907-3941 1 9)4 1.226 I  zLo

Japan feed
29 dBw 33  dBw

7-8 7 2 M H z Hemi Zone,
Global

3959-403 I 1 qg5 1 . 1 5 5 I  1 3 0
Asian feed

29 dBw 33126 dBw

9 3 6 M H z Global,
spot

4037-4073 4,055 1,09s I  1 0 5
RIO

29 dBw 26136 dBw

l 0 3 6 M H z Global,
spot

4077 -4113 4,095 1,055 1 054
SCPC
LHC

23.5 dBw 26136 dBw

t l
l l 36 MHz Global,

spot
411'7 -4153 4.135 1 , 0 1 5 1025

9 Aust.
23.5 dBw 26136 dBw

t2 4l MHz Global,
spot

4157 -4198 4,177.5 972.5 964-988
TVNZ

23.5 dBw 26136 dBw



S49 SATELLITE RECEIYEB
COMMEKCIAL FLOT / EX?EKIMENTEK STECIAL !I

GET A gINGLE INTUT
DAND KECEIVEK WITH-

/ too*ETIc Polariser Driver

,l tr, tBV LNB Switching

/ *t output (vHl')

/ t*tt**Al 17v DC 900 ma power supply

These receivers are surplus stock, bulk purchase, pulled out
of a commercial network operating on OPTUS 81 a few years ago.

They are ideal for monitoring video on any K band analogue
transponder. A simple one chip PLL audio demodulator
can be built to restore the full audio tuning range. It may

also be possible to simply modiry them for C-band reception (**).

Every unit checked and pre-tuned to transponder 7 on OPTUS B1.

{< * * * A SIMPLE audio demodulator can easily be added to give full range
audio tuning; we supply an experimental circuit.

* * PHOTOCOPY of circuit and user instructions supplied with each unit.

FOR fi49 YCU
12 CHANNEL K

/ t^t"EstsED IF Tuning

/ t t*to AuDIo at 6.5 MHz **+*

J ,r, DIGITAT channel # Display

/ *ttorE controt

THE,SE L|NITS are Znd hand, and have been pre-tested before despatch.

/ ygS GARRY, Please reserve the $49 satellite
receiver for...
NAME



SPACE Pacinc
Satellite

Programme

Access

CommittEe
A trade association for users, designers,

installers, sellers of private satellite-direct
systems in the Pacific Ocean & Asia Regions

$ c

Sel l ing 'Safe '  TV Sex

Visitors to the Pacific during early August have included
Stuart Duncan and Fred Pantalone. Duncan is President,
Pantalone is Vice President of Operations for the Exxxtasy
Channel. You will recall SF's full report on the status of adult
film channel Exxxtasy as a "hitch hiker" within the Intelsat
I177E Space Systems (Mandarin and Asian language) digital
bouquet in the July 15th issue (see page 29, here, for an
update).

The Exxxtasy officials met in Australia and New Zealand
with potential users and agents for their services. What they
heard was this:

1) The best way to work within the rules that govern
television distribution of adult f i lm rnaterials is to operate twin
channels; one that is "R" rated and one that is "harder" in
content. The R rated channel would follow on-screen
guidelines quite universal within the regulatory wording of
Australia and New Zealand. All publicity and promo through
print and other media would be solely for the 'R' channel.

2) The "harder" channel would only be promoted within the
R channel programming. The R channel programming would
be "hard encrypted" which rneans that at the very least a smart
card conditional access system. ln this way the content of the
R and more importantly the promotions for the "harder " (as in
triple X) service would only be seen by R service subscribers.

In this way the general public would be treated to a visibility
of R but not X; the presence of X (which would be an optional
extra service available onll; 1s R subscribers) would be
unknown except to the trade and those subscribers who started
off with R and then "discovered" that X was also available for
an additional fee.

3) The point of origin would be outside of Australia, New
Zealand and the Pacific. The satellite delivery would (continue

to) be Intelsat and subscribers would make contact with the
service through offshore telephone numbers.

4) To protect dealers of IRDs from being hauled into court.
no dealer would have printed literature or promotional material
for the hard channel and he would only be promoting the R
product. A subscriber would initiate the "X" channel on their
own once they "learned about it" through their R channel
subscription. (This is the "consenting adult" requirement found
in most obscenity laws.)

CEO Duncan agrees his ("X") service couldbe found to be
"obscene" but is quick to explain it is not violent, does not use
animals nor children. Obscenity is often a matter of
local/national law interpretation and the R channel would be
created to avoid even the hint of obscenity. " ln this way people
are buying non-obscene, adult erotica from a local dealer"
(the one who sells them the IRD and satellite dish system - but
does NOT take their order directly, even for the R channel).

What is the difference between "R" and "X?" R has mostly
implied activity and human body parts; a camera that pans
down a human torso towards private parts "slides off the body
to the bed" or "goes out of focus" when approaching those
parts. In an X film, the camera gets as close to the private pafts
as is humanly possible and objects 6 inches long become as
large as the picture tube face. "R" is implied, "X" is actual.

Exxxtasy may not even be first to become available via
satellite in the Pacific. As explained on page 29, their actual
commercial start date will be determined by the availability of
suitable conditional access IRDs. Also headed our way on
Optus 83, DTH , is a service from North America called Spice
International ("R" rated). This service will be a parl of a larger
service scheduled to be carried on Intelsat 802 (174E) into the
Pacific by a North American prograrnme packager that will
also be bringing out 5 "basic" channels intended for cable and
SMATV distribution from the I-802 C-band feed.

MEMBERSHIP IN SPACE
Membership in  SPACE Paci f ic  is  open to any ind iv idual  or  f i rm involved in  the "sate l l i te-d i rect"

wor ld  in  the Paci f ic  and Asia reg ions.  There are four  levels  of  membership cover ing " lnd iv iduals , "

the " lnsta l ler /Dealer , "  the "Cable/SMATV Operator , "  and the " lmpor ter /Dis t r ibutor /Programmer."

Al l  leve ls  receive per iod ic  programme and equipment  access updates f rom SPACE, s ign i f icant
d iscounts on goods and serv ices f rom many member f i rms,  and major  d iscounts whi le  at tending
the annual  SPRCS ( industry  t rade show) each January in  Auckland.  Members a lso par t ic ipate in

pol icy creat ion forums,  have correspondence t ra in ing courses avai lab le.  To f ind out  more,  contact
( fax)  64-9-406-1083 or  use in format ion request  card,  page 34,  th is  issue of  SaIFACTS. Page

space within SaIFACTS is donated each month to the trade
associat ion wi thout  cost  by the publ isher .
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The

CABLE
Connection

Positive Interdiction
With the growing likelihood that one or more channels of

"Adult Programming" will become available within the Pacific
and Asian regions before the end of this year, there is renewed
interest in protecting the product from accidental or purposeful
interception.

Adult programming, whether "R" or "X" rated, is especially
vulnerable to theft. In North America and Europe, where old
fashioned "analogue encryption" techniques have been used
for a decade or more to prevent unauthorised viewing, most
adult services recognise that for every paying subscriber to
their DTH feed(s) they have from 3 to 10 who are stealing the
service. European magazines (IVhat Satellite in UK,
Tele-Satellit in Germany for example) have page after page of
advertisements for "pirate decoders" or "pirate smart cards."
The piracy products typically sell for around 50 to 70% ofthe
legitimate service subscription fees.

Any service coming into the Pacific will be MPEG-2 and
conditional access protected. That only says that because CA
MPEG-2 is quite new, most of the transmissions will remain
secure on the satellite link for several years - at least until the
hackers catch up with the technology.

Once on the ground and coming out of an authorised
conditional access IRD, the security is gone. Now the
legitimate subscriber will on a small scale be tempted to turn
his reception into a profit point.

Most adult programmers first attempt to affiliate with cable
firms through a written contract. If an adult service commands
$25 in local currency per month from a cable subscriber, it
probably is being purchased for as little as $4 per subscriber
per month to around $10 per month. So on the surface, a cable
system selling 100 homes this service for $25 per home per
month stands to profit by as much as $2, 100 per month for this
one channel. There are few (if any) other channels which the
cable operator can sell for so much and buy for so (relatively)
little. This helps the cable operator overlook the nature ofthe
product he is handling.

However, the once secure satellite transmission, now on the
ground and in basic PAL (or NTSC) in the cable headend,
must now be resecured against theft while it travels through
the cable system. Once again, it must endure encryption. One
form of security is to create programming "tiers" using traps at
each subscriber line connection; the traps pass some
frequencies while stopping others. A home electing the adult
channel would have a subscriber trap permitting such
reception; those not selecting the adult channel would have the
adult channel "trapped out" at the tap-off box street side (see
SF#27 , p.22).

Creating an "adult tier" (i.e., a portion of the spectrum
between 50 and 4501550/750 MHz) where only adult channels
reside is an expensive method of securing the adult services.
The percentage of your total subscriber base that can
reasonablf be expected to take adult services is small; seldom
to exceed 20o/o. Putting in special ffaps to eliminate the "adult

tier" for the remaining 80% of subscribers is cost prohibitive.
Trapping out channels not purchased by a particular home is

called "Negative Trapping." Such a trap can stop one single
channel, two adjacent channels, or a band of channels
delineated by a lower and upper stop-band llequency. For
example, a bandstop filter might eliminate all signals between
61 and 78 MHz; two low or band "I" channels. The
disadvantage to negative trapping is that every home that does
not subscribe to a particular service requires a bandstop trap. If
50oh or more of the cable subscribers elect to take a particular
service, then bandstop traps make economic sense since less
than 50% of the subscriber homes will require the trap to keep
the channel or channels out oftheir drop cable lines.

The opposite of a "negative" trap is a "positive trap." In this
system, an interdiction (interfering) carrier (or carriers) is
added to the (example) adult channel at the headend. This
interdiction signal obliterates reception ofthat channel for any
home not equipped with a positive trap. The positive trap is
designed to go into the drop line to the subscriber home and to
selectively remove from the drop line the interdiction carrier(s)
added at the headend. What goes into the positive trap is an
image (and sound) that is totally obliterated by the interdiction
signal(s). What comes out of the positive trap, and to the
customer's TV set, is clean picture (and sound) with the
interdiction removed. The positive traps go only on the
subscriber drop lines when that home has subscribed to the
service in question.

Positive trapping with interdiction lends itself to adult
channel marketing. Every home on the cable system has access
to the channel, and subscribers can order the service and have
it cleared of the interdiction carriers by simply going to the
customer home, opening the pedestal (tap-off) coniainer and
adding the positive trap to the drop line going into the house.

Transmif and recsiv@ antsnnas from l.2m to l3m (lntelsat Standard B).
Linear and circular feeds (AsiaSat, Palapa, JcSat, Rimsat, PanAmSat,

lntelsat and more) for fransmif and receive-only applications. Raceive and
tfansmit electronics including incl ined. orbit traclsing equiprn@nf wifh mofor

drives for slevafion and azimufh fo 50 tons. Completa systanr design,
fabrication, instal lat ion * proof of performancs. F
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Normal PAL channel (left) and interdicted channel
with interference carrier added (right)

The cable operator does not need to enter the home unless he
wishes to do so.

Positive trap, interdiction, also lends itself to SMATV
installations in a hotel or motel. Assume a system where adult
movies are on offer to rooms as an optional extra. The adult
movies come into the facility via satellite and are sent through
to the rooms through a modulator and interdiction system. The
motel operator offers "An evening of adult programming" for a
flat fee, $15 would seem a bargain for motel guests previously
offered individual adult movies for upwards of $12.

In complex systems each motel room is individually
addressable through a costly set-top converter that can have
individual channels turned on and off fiom the motel office. At
upwards of $600 per room for the equipment, this is a difficult
sale. A positive trap, interdiction system is by comparison
inexpensive. Add the interdiction unit (typically around
ANZ$ I,500) and then supply the motel operator with a box of
positive traps (fypically A,NZ$30 each). Now when a room
wishes "Adult programming" the room is given a positive trap
that "snaps into place" in a small box attached to the back of
the TV set. Once in place, the adult channel magically is clean
of interference. The motel guest is responsible for the trap and
if not returned is charged a hefty non-return fee when they
check out.

Thus positive interdiction supplies a method for small motels
and other similar facilities to offer "adult movies" for a
fraction of the capital costs of fully addressable systems. And
cable systems of all sizes, not yet into addressable converters,
will also find this an economical way of controlling one or
more channels to individual homes.

Note: The complete world of positive and negative trapping,
including interdiction systems, is explained in detail in the ffee
100 page Communications & Energt Corporation 1997-1998
Filter and Interference Handbook. lf your business is studying
the possibility of offering SMATV or other controlled access
pay TV viewing to clients in the future, we encourage you to
contact CEC for a free airmail copy of this excellent reference
work. (CEC, PO Box 3307, Syracuse, NY USA 13220; fax
++-315-452-0732).



Sun
Music

5'�7F,1703
I4OORHC

Sun Mov. I342RHC

iemini I257RHC

Sun TV I22ORHC

AsiaNet I lTORHC

WorldNet I IOORHC

NEPC 1090/LHC

TVi lO2OLHC

Muslim 97'LHC

ESPN
Feeds

64Et801
1I34RHC

E.TV 1093/LHC

ViJAY TV 965RHC

Home TV 68.8/Pas4
v t 1 3 1 0

ABN Hzl1365

Sony TV
(Hindi)

Hzl1240

Doordar &
Iran TV

v t / 1 1 1 6

CNNI Hzl1065

TNT/Cart. Hz/1040

ATN vtl995

BBC
World

vt/1350

MTV Asia HzJ965

BBC
lnterna.

78.5iTh3
vt l1275

Army TV
NNV 5

vtlt39s

TK
Rossija

1475RHC

vTv4t
Mos. T86

I275RHC

ACT/TB3 l127/RHC

Russia 3 8O/Exprs
l080RHc

Dub'l II 90/s6
I475RHC

Orbita II 1275RHC

Dub' l l l I234RHC

Orbita I I208RHC

VTV 91.5 /Me1
HzJl440

Doordar. l
National

935An2b
103O/vt

Doordar. I l l60/Hz

Doordar.9 1080/Hz

Doordar.T
Telugu

1070,ryt

Doordar.9
Kanada 1180/Vt

Doordar. I 1268Nl

Doordar. l3lO/Vl

Doordar.3 1 348/Vt

Doordar 4 1388/Vt

Orbita II 96.5/S14
I475RHC

Madagas-
car

1325RHC

ERTU
Egypt

l00.4lAs2
1508/Hz

TV
Shopping

1490/vt

Mongolia,
Iran/plus

l470lHz

WorldNet 1265/Hz

CCTV4 ll90lHz

RTPi 1170/vt
. Dub'l Il I 03/52 I

l475RHC

ORT I275RHC

CF] t13 lc2
990lHz

Brunei t13tc2
l0lO/vt

MTV Asia 1030/Hz

TPI 1070/Hz

TV
Indosiar

1090/Vt

ABN l l2 j lHz

ANteve I130/vr

CNNI l l77 lvr

GMA 1230lHz

TV3 1250Nt

ATVI 1270/Hz

TVRI 13l0lHz

RTM 13304/t

RCTI 1408/vr

CNBC l530lHz

Test Card l28lIc3
1065/Vt

CETV SD 134/AplA
1356Hz

CETV4 13l4lHz

CETV2 l272lHz

CNNI l174/vt

CETV 990lHz

Orbita-l 140ts7
I475RHC

NTV I425RHC

RAJ-TV 142.4/R41
I425LHC

ViJay TV I325LHC

EM TV I27ZLHC

Dub'l-l 145/Sl6
I275RHC

Iest Card l48lMe2
1070/Hz

Tests 16llAgr
147S/Lhc

CNN] l69lPas2
1183/Hz

CNN
Feeds

ll55/Hz

NHK l l l4 /Hz

TV
Shopping

1400/Hz

Feeds 174tr70r
984RHC

Feeds 973RHC

Feeds 1'�77 /1702
984RHC

Feeds 963RHC

Feeds l 80/t5 I I
143ORH

Feeds I l75RH

RFO r l05RH

Feeds l020LH

Feeds 984RHC

ffi
t l

I digital, see pages I
t l
l t

t t 3 t c2
l030lHz

Discovery
(d)

l430lHz

l218rvt

People's
Net

(Gr l .s)

t t3tc2
r  l  l0 /
Hz

RPN-9
(Gr r.s)

t42tG2
I 375Lhc

Fox/
Prime

(sA r .5)

t69 l
Pas2l

I  t6 l /v r

Filipino
Channel

l . s )(GI
l060lHz

w
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53.2 57 93.5 96.5 100.5 r03 r13 r28 140 161 169 174 177 188

HHHE
Net 9,

Sky feeds
1425lVt
B-Mac

Data l402lHz

QSTV 1371lHz
B-Mac

SE ABC
HACBSS

l370lYt
B-Mac

SE SBS
HACBSS

1344tYt
B-Mac

NE SBS
HACBSS

1339lIIz
B-Mac

NE ABC
HACBSS

1313lHz
B-Mac

Skv
Channel

t296lYt
B-Mac

ABC
Radio

l276lHz
(digital)

OmniCast 1270lYt
(FM/FM)

ABC
[eeds

124llHz
Pal

Sky Nz
(sport)

t245lYt
VidCrypt

Sky Nz
(Orange)

12l8Nt
VidCrypt

Net  10 t182tvt
E-Pal

Net 9 1180/Hz
E-Pal

Net l0
feeds

1155/Vt
Pal

QTQ9 1145/Vr

Net 7 ll20lVt
E-Pal

Net 9
feeds

10914/t
Pal

Aurora
MPEG-2

l076lHz
(tests)

CAA air
to ground

1009/vt
Nbfm

(a) B-MAC encrypted, no access avai lable; tc) MPEG,
encrypted, access [gy be possible (d) B-MAC,

subscript ions avai lable in some geographic areas.

CCTV l433.5 lv t
(5a9223)

PAS2 tests l405lHz

Value Ch. 1400/vt

Discovery
PowerVu

l374lHz
(5a9223)

ESPN 1288/Vt
B-Mac

MPEG-2
PowerVu
Sylmar

1249/Hz
(5a9223)

TNT+
(tt2Tr)

12l8lVt
B-Mac

CNN+
(rt2Tr)

1183/Hz

FoxSports 1 l 6 l / V t
(sA r.5)

NHK lll5lHz

Filipino
Channel

1060lHz
(Gr  1 .5 )

NBC Mux
MPEG

l057vt
(Philips)

MPEG-2
PowerVu
HonKong

l002vt
(5a9223)

TCS Sing. 967lHz

PAS-2 Ku

Telstra
Bendigo

t2.32tV
(MPEG)

Napa TC 12.415V

H-Life 12,582H

Super Ch
Taiwan

12,485H
(MPEG)

Bloomb. t2.642V

K-TV 12,735V
(MPEG)

Agila 1, ex-Rimsat R41
at  161E,  Pa lapa C1 a t

1  50 .5E and B2P a t
1 44E are functional and

some narrow band
services (non-video) and

testing has been

reoorted.

Feeds 963

Feeds 984

AFRTS 973
(PowVu)

Feeds 984

Space
IV Sys

12.612V
(MPEG)

Feeds 963

Feeds 984

( 5 1 3  K u )

Service RF Freq.

US Nets 10.980v

NBC 1 1 . 0 1 5 V

Feeds l 0 . 5 l 0 v

TDRSS "north"

only

UPCOMING SATELLITE LAUNCHES
Fil ipino Agila 2 to 144E (August)

ApStar2A to 77E
Asiasat 3 to 105.5E {November/December)

Central
ABC

HACBSS

OptusVis.
(tests)

ABC NT/
lmparja
N.T .

120llHz
(centre)
B-MAC

l l31  lHz
Irdeto

Mpeg 2

l013lHz
Irdeto

Mpeg 2

TVNZ 964lDmv
3000

TVNZ 912lDmv
3000

TVNZ 980/Dmv
3000

TVNZ 988/Dmv
3000

Occ Vid. 1,020" '

9 Aust. 1,025

SCPC 1 . 0 5 4  * *

RFO
Tahiti

1 . 1 0 5

Asian 1 . 1 3 0

World-
net

1 . 1 7 5

NHK |  ) ) s * *

ABC Oz

l O z 1,2'74

l0  Oz
MPEG

1 , 3 8 5
(PwRvu)

Keystone |  4 i )

ATNTpng t297tYt

ATNTpng 143O/vt

a/occasional use

* RHC &LHC
** LHC only

Ku Services
Intelsat Ku band

services shown here
are boresighted to
Japan and nearby

Asia, have not been
reported south of

equator. At boresight,
signals of < 2m levels.

( 5 1 1  K u )

NHK 1  1 . 1 3 5 H

CBS n.4't5H

CNN I  1 . 5 0 8 H
T e s t b a r s  l l l . l 4 8 / V t

ests  l l065Hz*

* Colour bars . audro 6.8:
C-band covers
Australia.. NZ

i
I
I
L
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Interoperable Receivers
(a )

N163/17Xl2X.  HS-100C

N2X

DVS2I I  (probablyt FI 'A norv)

HS-  100C.  Ph i l ip : .  p r lb rh l r
others (some chs norv CA i

HS-l 00C. Phil ips. probably
others (some chs now CA1

Phi l ips

DMV. HS- l00C.Gng.  NI63
t17Xl2X. N2000. P40o(b),
P500.  Pn520/630.  Sk888

HS-100c .  N l63 / l 7x l2x .
N2000.  Ph3950/ l  I

HS- l00c.N l63l11Xt2X
N2000.  Ph3950/ l  I

HS- t 00c.N l63t17Xl2X.
N2000. Ph3950/l I

HS-100c .  N l63 / l 7x i2x
N2000.  Ph3950/ l  I

DMV.  HS-  I  OOC] .  N I6 ]
nlxt2x

DMV.  HS-100c .  N l63 / l 7x /
2X

DMV. HS-100c.  N 163/ l  7x l
a v/  

HS- 100c.  N 163/  l7x/2X
N2000.  Ph3950/ l  I

HS- I 00C. N I 63,'Ill I 7Xl2X.
N2000.  Ph3950/ l  I

HS-100c.  N163/ l7Xl2X
N2000. Ph3950/l I

HS- r00c .  N l63 / l 7x l2x .
N2000.  Ph3950/ l  I

HS-100c.  Nl63/ l7Xi2X.
N2000. Ph3950/l I

Pace DVS-21I  (CA)

Pace DV52I  l (CA) .DMV
Nl63* / l7X+/2X

HS-100C. Nl63/ l7Xl2X.
N2000. Ph3950/l I

HS-100C.  N l63 / l 7X /2X .
N2000. Ph3950/l I

Pv9223 (CA)
IVideo inverted?]

Bird Service RF/IF &
polarity

# Prog
channels

FEC Msym

t704t668 CFI 4055/l 095
RHC

A 3t4 27(.500)

PAS-4/68 88 Walt Disney 398211168 Hz 2 )  t . l 6(.632)

ISkyB I L r 6 4  V ( r ) 20+ TV 1t2 20(.000)

Thaicom
78.5 t :

IJTV 392011230
Hz

6TV
(# l )

3 t4 27( .500)

UTV/MCOT 3 880/1 270
H z '

6TV
(#2)

3 t4 27 ( .500 )

Measatl 191) India Bouquet 12284112346Vt 10+'fv? 7 t8 30(.000)

As2/100 5E European
Bouquet

4000/1 1 50
llz

6TV. l2 radio
(#3)

3 t4 28(125)

Flubei ]'V
(HBTV Main)

385411296
Hz

2 3 t4 4(.4 r 8)

Flunan TV
(SRTC)

3847 I 1303
Hz

3 t4 4( .41 8)

Ciuandong T'V
(GDTV)

3840 /1310
Hz

) t q 4(.418)

Inner Mongolia
TV

Zizhiqrt

38281t322
llz

) 314 8(.3e7)
(  l -Ch ina)

(2-Mongolia)

APTV
l,ondon

3800/r  350
Hz

I 3 t4 5 ( . 6 3 1 )

( fhis service
RIrAI-l-Y does

exist!  )

WTN
JerusalenV

London

37901 t360
Hz

I 3 t4 5( .63  r )

WTN
London

378611364
Ylz

I 3 t4 5( .63 I  )

Liaoning TV
(Serv ice  2)

373411416
Hz

3 t4 4(.4 r  8)

Jiangxi TV
(JX Sat  TV)

372'7il423
Hz

.t/4 4(41 8 )

Fujian TV
(SETV)

372011430
Hz

3 t4 4 ( .418 )

Henan TV
Zenghou

37 1311437
Hz.

I 3 t4 4 ( .4 l8 )

I'lenan TV
Main

370611444
Hz

I 3 t4 4 ( .418 )

As2/100.58 S k l ' R a c i n g 4015 /1 i35V1 3TV v2 r8( 000)

STAR IV
(Hong Kong)

3900/ l  250
Vt

5TV
(#4)

3 t4 28(.  r  00)

"QQQ" China
(Shaanxi)

38 r 3/1 337
Vt

l .  I  Rad io 3 t4 4 ( .4 l8 )

Guangxi
GXTV

3 805/345 l .  I  R a d i o 3 t4 4(4 1 8)

Rebar TV
Taiwan

3'�785t365 4TV
(#s)

3 t4 l  8( .000)

*/ Nokias have20 second lock-up on NTSC, (some versions of) HSS-100C may have l ip sync problems with NTSC'
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Interoperable Receivers
( a )

HS- I OOC

Pace DVS-21 1 (CA).
Nl63l17Xt2X

Pace DVS-21I  (CA)

N2X/DVS-21 l (CA)

N2X (occasional use)

N 163/  l7Xl2X

Gng. P400. P500. Pn520.
Pn630, Sk888 (c)

(when testing is over. only
IRDS with CAM)

N 1 63/1 7Xl2X . Pv9223

Pv9223.  HS-100C" N2X
(FTA)

Pv9223, N2X
(Pv CA)

Unknown- Asia beam only

Pv9223, HS- I 00C( * ).  N2X*
(some FTA)

HS-100C. Gng,  Nl63/ l7Xl2X.
P400 (b), P500. Pn520. Pn630.

sk888

Pv9223 (CA)

Pv9223. HS- I 00C.
Nl63 /17Xl2X (FTA)

Pv9223. HS-l 00C
NrTX/2X (FTA)

Pv9223 .
NlTX/2X, (continues FTA)

Pv9223. N2X (usually FTA)

Pv9223.  HS-100C (*)
NlTXi2X (*). (some Fl'A)

Pv9223 (CA)

Pv9223 (CA)

Pv9223.  HSl00C.  N2X
(occasional ly Ch. 2 FTA)

N2X. PV9223 (l'eeds)

Pv9223 (CA)

Pv9223.HS100C. P2X
(some chs norv CA only)

DMV,  N I7X .2X
(not all channels hot at all

t imes)

Sagem ISD 2050 (?) (CA)i

Bird Service RF/IF &
Polarity

# Prog.
channels

FEC Msym

(As2/100.5E)Myanmar TV 376611384vr. ITV 'il8
5(.080)

STAR TV
Hong Kong

3 700/ I 450
Vt

8TV
(#6)

3t4 28 ( .100 )

c2/113E Star Indovision 3500/l 650H2
3580/l 570H2

20 TV
(#7)

7/8 26(.850)

MegaTV 3780i I 370Vr 5rv (#8) 314 27(.500)

Tiernan- I 392613935H2 lTV 3t4 4(880)

AP 1/1 38E Reuters 3732t1418V1 lTV. data 3/4 s(.632)
Optus 83

l 56E
Galaxy 12.438H2

12.373H2
2O+TV
(#e)

1 t4 29(.473)

Optus 83
I  56E

Optus Vision 12.550H2 t6TV. 8 radio
(#eA)

3t4 29(.473)
-*"z.s+

Optus Bl
1 60E

Aurora
(MPEG test)

12.376H2
I

5+ TV
(#r0)

3t4''-Ll ?-"
.-3O(S00)
:r? qii

ABC
Exchange

12.539H2
12.548H2
12.557H2

I each J / + 6(.e80)

PAS-2
I 69E

Telstra
Bendigo

t{;EPvt
SoO

zrv,udio
(# l  l )

t /2 l  0(.  r  38)

MTV Asia 12.585Vt 8TV 3t4 2e(. r 00)
Hong Kong
PowerVu

4148fi002
Vt

8TV
(#r2)

z t 3 24(.430)

NBC
Hong Kong

4093n057
Vt

7TV
(#t3)

3t4 29(.473)

JET
Singapore

3962/1188
Vt

2TV (1-Ntsc.
2-Pal)

l2 r  3 ( .740)

CCTV China
PowerVu

3716.5t
1433 .5  V l

3TV
(#14)

3t4 l9( .850)

TCS
Singapore

4183t967
Hz

2TV
(#ls)

U2 6(.620)

AAR-ART/
RAI Int

4153t997
Hz

3TV
(#16)

3t4 5(.632)

PAS-2 feeds 394011210 Hz 2TV(NTSC) L I J 6(.620)

California
PowerVu

3901/1249H2
l2425Vt

8TV
(#13)

3 t4 30(.800)

Satcom l-6 386211288H2 6TV 7 t8 l9( .465)

Disney/Aust. 380411346H2 ITV 5t6 21( .0e3)

Discovery
Singapore

3776^374
Hz

7TV
(Hr7)

3t4 r e(.850)

UCTV,PAS 371811432 Hz ITV z t J 6(.620)

1702t1'77E AFRTS 4177 t973
LHC

8TV, 12 radio
& data (#18)

3t4 28(.000)

SPACE TV
Systems

12.61211312
Hz

l3TV,I I radio
(#1e)

3t4 26(.6e4)

t 5 l  l / 180E TVNZ Cennet
(feeds)

4r86t964.
41781972,
4r'70t980,
4162t988

I TV typical
each

3/4 5(.632)

Canal Plus 4096t1054
LHC

rTV (?) 3t4 34(.368)

3e'5-" 2.t*1$&eSW €,$'f
lo o3 "TuTll( -'4+t rw'l-- c-A *



ReCeiVefS3 (a) By our definit ion, a receiver is deemed "ful ly interoperable" when i t  wi l l  turn on and routinely receive the service in

question with no persistent gl i tches, no special tr icks (such as loading software from an external source). Receivers in abbreviated

ltst ings are those that have shown these quali t ies for the transmission service l isted. There is a t ime lag of up to 30 days after

introduction of new receivers before suff icient data is accumulated for inclusion hbre. Nomenclature: DMV is DMV/NTL 3O0O (a

professional model receiver); HS-1OOC is Hyundai HSS-1OOC, designed for China; Gng is Grundig DTRl 1OO (manufactured by Panasat -

see SF#31, p. 15); N163 is Sweden sourced Nokia 95oo S with version 1.63 software; N17X is German/European Nokia "d-box"

software modif ied for C-band use; N20OO is Nokia sourced IRD created for Chinese SCPC market with Asiasat 2 and Intelsat manual

search software; NZX is May/after 1997 version of 95OO S; Pace DVS-211 is Indovision (+ Sky Racing) CA only receiver also used by

Sky on As2; ph39bO/1 I is rack mount Phi l ips DVB IRD created for China SCPC project; P40O is Pace DGT4oO; P5O0 is Pace DVRSO0;
pnb2O is f irst version panasat (July 1996); Pn63O is latest version Panasat (February 1997); Pv9223 is PowerVu by Scienti f ic Atlanta;

st ggg i .  Skandia Digiskan. (b) p4oo (DGT4OO) wil l  only work with EBB (et al) when i t  has net been over the air enhanced (upgraded);

(c) SKBBS wil l  not work with condit ional access (pay) services.

BOUqUetS:  1 )Tha i tand UTV:  (1 )  CNN,  (2 )  TTV,  (31  ESPN,  (4 )  HBO,  (5 )  Ch.5 ,  (6 )  i t v ;  2 )  Tha i land UTV/MCOT:  (1 )  Ch.9 ,  (2 )

Dtscovery, (3) Ch. 3, (4) TNT, (5) Star Sport,  (6) Ch. 7; 3) European Bouquet. (1)Deutsche Welle, (2) MCM, (3) RAI International, (4)

RTVE, (si TVS paris, (6) twhen operatingl Deutsche Welle special programme channel with MediaNet VBI included f l ines 1o-15,

requires DMV M2lpro/Txt board inserted in 3OOO series receiverl ;  Radio (1) DW#1 (stereo), l2l  DW#2 (stereol, (3) DW#3 (stereo), (4)

yLE ( te f t )  a  Rc t  ( r tsh t ) ,  (b )  SRt  ( t )  &WRN ( r ) ,  (6 )  REE,  (7 )  DW#1 (s te reo) .  (81  DW#2 (s te reo) ,  (9 )  DW#1 (s te reo) ,  (10)  NN RA6,  (11)NN

RAB;4) STAR TV Hong Kong. (1lSky News London, (2) Sports Contr ibution, (3) Channel [V] International, (4) Star Movies Japan

tNTSc l ,  (5 )  S t -  P lus  Japan tNTSc l  ;5 )  Rebar  Ta iwan '  (1 )  "U1"  [mov ies ] '  Q l  "U2 ' :  [news] '  (3 ]  "U3"  [spor t '  car toons '  genera l

enterrainmentl,  (4) "Rock TV"; 6) STAR TV Hong Kons. (1) Channel 6, (2) ESPN Contr ibutory, (3) Racing Ch., (4) Star Movies SEA, (5)

Star Chinese, (6) NBC, (7) CNBC, (8) Sky News, (9) VIVA Cinema; 7) lndovision. (1) HBO Asia, (2) STAR Movies SEA, (3) Fi lm

Indones ia ,  t4 )  MGM Gold ,  (5 )  ESpN As ia ,  (6 )  STAR Spor r ,  (8 )  Channe l  'V ' ln te rna t iona l ,  (9 )  Channe l  'V 'As ia ,  (10)  RCTI ,  (11)STAR +,

(12)  D iscovery ,  (13)  STAR Mov ies  and NBC As ia ,  (14}  Phoen ix  Ch inese,  (15)  cNN,  (16)  BBc Wor |d ,  (17)  cNBc,  ( .1  8 )  Car toon +  TNT,

(19)  p rev iew 1 ,  (20)  Prev iew 2 ;  8 l  MegaTV.  (1 )CNNI ,  (2 )  D iscovery ,  (3 )  ESPN As ia ,  (4 )  HBO As ia ,  (5 )  Car toon +  TNT,  l (6 )  MGM

Gold, (7) Cinemax (6-7 may not be operatingl;  9) Galaxy. Presently 20+ programme channels.9A) Optus Vision tests of 16

programme channels, programming decisions to be f inal ised; 101 Aurora. (1 ) SBS NT, (2)SBS NE, (3)SBS, (4) Sky News, (5) ABC WA ;

11)  Te ts t ra  Bend iso ,  (1 ) tmpar ja ,  (2 )  ABC,  (3 /15)  H inr ich 's  Aud io ;  12)  Hons Kong PowerVu.  (1 )CTN 1 ,  (2 )  CTN l l ,  (3 )  TVBI  Hong

rong,;th;;G"d. tNTSCl, (4) Ad-hoc 1 PA tPALl, (5) Ad-hoc l l  tNTSCl, (6) ABN, (7) CTN l l ,  (8) CTN; 131 NBC Hong Kong. (1) CNBC,

(2) CNBC Mandarin A, (3) NBC Asia, (4) colour bars, occasional feeds, (5) CNBC Mandarin B (6) NBC "2" Asia/Taiwan, (7) Colour bars,
" fu rure"  use ;  14)  CCTV Ch ina .  (1 )CCTV4,  (2 )  CCTV3 l (3 )  CCTVtes ts ,  (4 )  CCTV4,  (5 )  CCTVs,  (6 )  CCTVS;  15)  TCS S ingapore .  (1 )

TCS Test, (2) TCS Defautt trepeats channel 1l;16) SCPC3. (1) ad-hoc use, (2) AAR/ART, (3) RAI lnternational;17) e-dj lgMq

powerVu. (t)CMT(NTSC), (2) CBS feeds, others including CTV Canada (NTSCI, (3) [Greece] Antenna 2 (NTSC], (4) EWTN (NTSC)

gtobut Cutnoti" radio, ch.2, (5) BBC World (NTSC), (61 Bloomberg Financial (NTSC), (7) Golf Channel (NTSCI, (81 ESPN (NTSC); 181

QjSqgygfy (1)Disc. Aust/NZ, (2) Disc. default,  (3) Disc. Japan, (4) Disc. SE Asia. (5) Disc. Taiwan, (6) Disc. Phi l ippines, (7) Disc.

Cf ' ra  f  g f  AFRTS.  (1 )News,  Spor ts  tACl l ,  CW,  RR,9 .6  kbps ,  TV1,  (2 )  Spec t rum [Urban,64  kbps l ,  (3 )  AFN Pac i f i c  [TV] ,  (4 )  Channe l

I -  Mirror tTVl, (b) AFN Korea [contingency, 1.536, TVl, (6] The Jim Lambert Test Channel l ! ! !1, (7) EPG, voicel ine, (8) EPG, u/ i

vo ice t ine ,  (9 )  AFN At tan t ic  tTop 40 ,  HR,  NPR,  TVl ,  (10)  AFN Amer icas  tTop 40 ,  TV l ,  (11)AC1,  (12)  Count rv ,  (13)  Adu l t  Rock ,  (14)

NpR tUS Nat iona l  pubt ic  Rad io l ,  (1b)  Urban,  (  16)  Pure  Go ld ,  (17)  Top 40 ,  (18)  Hard  Rock  (19)  Cont ingency . ;  201 SPACE Svs tems ( in

loadins order). (1)p904[Exxxtasy], (2] p2oo(cA), (3] P2o1(FTA] , l4lP2ozlFTA), (5] P2o3(bbrker],  (6) P2o4(barker],  { [ lP2o5 (barker),

(B lp2o6(cA) ;  (9 )p2o7(FTA) ,  (10)p208(barker ) ,  (1  1 )P501(aud io /da ta) ,  (12)P502(aud io /da ta ,  (13)P503(aud io /da ta) ,  (14)P5o4 {aud io /

da ta) ,  {15)p5OS(aud io /da taa) ,  (10)pSOO(auOio /da ta) ,  (17}P507(aud io /da ta) ,  (18}P508(aud io /da ta} ,  (19}P5O9(aud io /da ta) ,  (20)P510

(audio/ data), (21)p511(audio/data), Q2lp38O1(CA), (23(P3802(CA), l24lP7777lCA). NOTE: List ings in bold face are PowerVu

transmissions that are typical ly (but not always) FTA (free to air).  Underl ined Space TV Systems are typical ly FTA.

MPEG-2 DVB RECEIVERS: [Data here is betieved accurate; we assume no responsibi l i ty for errors in this volat i le area!l

DMV/NTL 30O0. Skandia Electronics Pty Ltd (tel 61-3-9819-2466)
Espano. Antares sarellite (tel 6l-7-3205-7574) Note: Still not available as ofAugust 10.

Grundig (Gng) DTR110O. Av-Comm Ptv Ltd l tel  61'2'9949-74171
Hyundai-TV/Com. Model HSS-1OOC is off icial ly avai lable from Pacif ic Satel l i te (tel 61-7-3344-3883) and Skandia Electronics (tel

61-3-981 9-24661r Skandia offering " improved software version by " late August."

Nokia 95OO S (V1.63). This version is no longer avai lable although i t  had abi l i ty to identi fy Msym and FEC parameters of unknown

carriers. (V1.7X) was a German language "d-Box" version original ly imported by OPAC; i t  functioned with the same parameters as the

v1.63. (V2.X; 2,2331e3,2.034 and others perhaps not yet identi f ied) are current (after June/July) software versions that al low

v i r tua l l yun l im i teds tack ingof  bouquetsandprogrammersandfora t leas t the2.233vers iona lsoa l lows l im i tedredmenucor rec t ionof

NTSC gl i tch (see SF#36, p.6). Sorr"u" known include: AV-COMM Pty Ltd (Tel 61-2-9949-74171; Pacif ic Satel l i te (61'7-3344-3883),

SCITEO (61-g-9306-3738). AV-COM has macro-command lR remote that expedites 'red menu' operations for e3 version 9500 S. (see

S F # 3 6 .  p .  3 2 ) .
Nokia , 'd-box, '  (v1.7X) suitable for c-band use. Instruct ions, on-screen prompts may be in German. No longer avai lable.

PACE DVS-2t l .Of f i c ia t l yava i lab leon ly th roughSky( rac ing)  Aus t ra l ia (BobPankhurs t te l  61-2-9451-0888.

PACE DGT400. Through Galaxy off ices, Austral ia.
PACE DVR-Soo. Bay Satel l i te TV Ltd. (tel 64-6-843-52961; also supplied by NBC to aff i l iates.

Panasat 520 (Pn520). OPAC Pty Ltd (tel 61-2-584-1233); no longer available'
panasar 630 (pn63o). Antares Satetl i te 161-7-3205-7574); wi l l  be replaced by 6359[1er September 15.
powerVu Dg22g. Scientific-Atlanta (Sydney).Tel 61-2-9452-3388; BaySat 11s1 $4(Z/843-5296)

SAGEM ISD2OSO. SAGEM SA, Mrs. Satima ALAOUT (tel 33_1 40 70 63 63) )-, f-
Samsung VS-2OOO (ver 1.31). Pacif ic Satel l i te (tel 61-7-3344-3883) vv

SK888. Skandia Electronics Ptv Ltd. (tel 61-3-9819-2466)



AT PRESS DEATITIITIE
Herbalife PAS-2 Ku FTA analogue has setrled to M/W/F sked

1 2.330 Vt 1 I 00-1 200 UTC. NBC Asia has added second CNBC
Mandarin (programme channels 2 and 5). Agila 2 via Long March

launcher scheduled 1800 UTC August 13th if all stays on schedule;
no "live" coverage likely.

In our July 15th report covering the appearance and testing
of Mandarin/Asian (language) SPACE TV Systems (1702,
177E) we observed that programme channels then in use were
in a state of flux and subject to daily change. On August 4th it
all settled down as SPACE began real-world testing of their
Viaccess conditional access system. As SF goes to press, 24
programme channels are identified (Nokia e3) with a mixture
of conditional access (6 programme services, including
Exxxtasy), audio/data (11 dedicated programme channels),
non-CA barker/promotional channels (4) and still ftee to air
programming channels (3); see updated list, p. 28.

Australian agenf Ming Leu, a long time SaIFACTS
subscriber and member of our SPACE Pacific ffade
'association, advises:

"The SPACE signals work very well with a 0.9m dish
without freeze framing using the XSAT CD.TV200 receiver (a
Thomson IRD). Wilh Nokia and Hyundai IRDs, though,
occasional freeze framing occurs. (Jnfornrnately/, some
(Australian/ dealers are already mis-selling receive systems to
the public with promises that no subscription fees will be
required. SPACE TV has placed a notice in their promotional
channel transmission to warn consumers about such
mis leading dealer statdments."

The warning notice appears here (upper right). That dealers
might be selling 1702 Ku band systems to unsuspecting
Australian Asian viewers and misleading them by claiming no
subscription fees will be required - after the very thorough
report on the actual status of this service in the July SaIFACTS
- is frightening. As for the status of the controversial Exxxtasy

SPACE Systems "warning" to viewers not to buy
Nokia, Hyundai nor Pace receivers

adult film channel, the President of Exxxtasy (Stuart Duncan)
sat in our SF offices on August 7th and told us:

"Our arrangement with SPACE TV Systems is that we share
revenuesfrom subscribers to the adult service. Neither we nor
they intended for there to be free to air transmission of our
service for even one minute. That it happened is regrettable
and once we leqrned about this, steps were taken to stop it.
The present tesls (ofthe CA system/ qre scheduled to continue
through August. I(e.would hope to be in a position to offer
'service into areas where there are no regulatory dfficulties
before the end of September. There are tvvo obstacles at this
time. One, the IRD ovailability has not vet reached production

SPACE Systems IRD units (left) as displayed on barker channel promotional tape; "Acer" satellite dishes
(offset-left, prime focus right); Offset LNBF mounted on offset dish for North American reception of SPACE

Ku feed on Galaxy 4 (99W) with dish system original ly instal led for DirecTV DBS (:101W),

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports of new programmers, changes in established programming sources are
encouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. Information shared here is an important
tool in our ever expanding satellite TV univerSe. Photos of yourself, your equipment or off-air photos taken
from your TV screqn are welcomed. TV.screen photos: lf PAL or SECAM, set camera to f3.5-f5 at 1/15th
second with ASA 100 f i lm; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/3oth. Use no f lash, set camera on tr ipod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any,VHS speed, format reception directly to SaIFACTS and we will
photograph for you. Deadl ine for September 1Sth issue: September 5 by mai l  (use form appearing page

34),  or 5PM l) tZST September 6th i f  by fax to,64-9-406-1083.



levels and until we have sfficient receivers to handle both

SPACE TV's needs and our own, we cannot launch a

commercial venture. Two, we may well decide that our 'public

channel'witl be R-rated and access to the triple-X service will

only be through an R-channel subscription (see p. 20, this

issue - ed.)." SPACE Pacific members wil l receive an

extensive insider report update on this situation before the end

of August (SPACE Membership Notes, Vol. 3, No. I dated

August 25). Or, you can contact Fred Pantalone (VP of

operations) at tel (usA) ++613-228-6557, fax
+-r-613 -228-1 7 l'7, e-mall fo antalone@xtc-com.com.

lntelsat 802, testing at 167E (first observed and reported by

Stu Mcl,eod. Napier, NZ) should be operational at l74E as

you read this. The testing consisted of C-band blank
(unmodulated) carriers at approximately 960 and l060IF, LHC

(remember, on C-band this bird iq circular). Now - with 802 in

place, 701 would be turned off and manoeuvred east to 180E

where it will take over from infirmed 15 I I at that location' The

hand-over sequence will not be announced except shortly in

advance. lfit happens according to planned scheduling, by this

time next month 5l I should be history (see p. l8)'

Announced changes: No details. EMTV (14248) is telling

viewers of a plan to move to AsiaSat 2. More logically, they

would go to AsiaSat 3 after it launches in

November/December. They are also saying that eventually

they will convert to MPEG-2, but not soon (EMTV is now

filling non-regular programming hours with a feed from

TVSN). GMA (C2) is saying they expect to change satellite

(or delivery method - the rnessage is unclear) August lOth.

There has been a (General Instrument) Digicipher 1.5 MPEG

service sharing the GMA transponder from day 1 (on C2);

another Filipino service (People's TV Network - PTV4).

During July Observer Robin Colquhoun found a second

MPEG-2 service (identifying as Tiernan-l) with a remote site
backhaul feed also active (3936 MH4 horizontal - found with

Nokia e3); FTA, NTSC. The carrier level; of the PTV4 and
Tieman-l MPEG services on occasions is quite spectacular
and when they are 'hot'the GMA service reduces by more than
3 dB and develops noise in the video (answer is to narrow up
the GMA receiver IF setting).

Another new MPEG-2 (SCPC) service is located on PAS-2.
Hz, 3717.75 MHz (Msym 6.620, FEC 2/3). Sometimes it has

PanAmSat Napa test slide, other times news feeds (FTA,

NTSC).
Numerous observers report WCETV, a Chinese gambling

channel, on PAS-2 FTA analogue (3900/1250 Vt) flom 1300
to 2000 UTC daily. Also check out 3815/1335 Vt during the
same period for AB Asia, a similar format service.

Garry Cratt and others report new AsiaSat 2 services as

follows: Sharing 368011470 Hz with Mongolian TV (Tuesday

to Sundays 0800-1400 UTC) is Sima-yeh-Moghavemat
(Vision of Resistance) Sunday to Friday 1930-2030 UTC and

Ba4ab TV from Iran Thursday to Monday from 1700 - 1900

UTC.
Francis Kosmalski (Auckland, NZ) reports an unmodulated

carrier, good level, from what appears to be 150.5E (Palapa

C1);3820/1330H2. Anyone else seeing signs of l i fe from Cl?

Steffen Holzt (New Caledonia) reports Optus Vision tests

on 83 12.550 (Hz) have a measured carrier to noise ratio of

9.5dB with a 3.6m micromesh Orbitron dish and 0.6 dB

Gardiner LNB.
Les Brooks (Alice Springs, NT) forwards an announcement

by Australia's Golden West Network of their plan to switch

from Optus analogue delivery to PAS-2 MPEG delivery "in

ACE SAT 
(EsrABLrsHED 1e83)
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o Nokia Mediamaster DVB 9500 S
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Greek Antenna TV ran (briefly) FTA on PAS-2
Cal i fornia bouquet,  then went CA. Does anyone

know how to subscribe to this service?

November." The GWN announcement adds they will cease
their Optus B-MAC analogue service "at the end of January."
GWN claims a "digital set top box or receiver will be
available at a cost of approximately 51,000 in November."
Details from GWN Director of Engineering Hugh James tel
6t-8-9792-2803.

Observer D. Morris (Bangkok, Thailand) reports his
Hyundai will no longer receive (FTA) Disney on PAS-4,
APTV and Star TV on As2. Readers are urged to carefully
read Robin Colquhoun's report in this issue (p. 6) which
describes why a Hyundai, not equipped with a conditional
access module, will bring up an advisory on screen ("This
channel is scrambled") when in fact all that is happening is the
(Disney) data stream is now asking the receiver - "Do you
have a CAM (conditional access module)?"

Stu Mcleod (Napier, NZ) reports that amongst the many
idents he has seen come and go within the Television New
Zealand 4 SCPC MPEG channels on 15l l, have been: BSkyB,
CRY.E093 M{ BSkyB, CNY.E093 M, BSkyB,
CRY.FO9M46." In fact, TVNZ sells their 4 SCPC channels on
I5l I quite regularly as a relay for others and over time you are
likely to see almost anything in the world passing through
these "portals" (try 41861964 RHC, Msym 5.631 and FEC
314). €

Observer Gregorio V. Hermosa, Jr. (Oman) updates us on
the status of IRD and programme package sales in the Middle
East. The Nokia 9500 S sells for US$593 while the Panasat
630 is US$630 (retail pricing). A no-name-brand IRD for use
by Orbit Communications lists for US$671 but is available at
50% discount (US$335) if: (l) The buyer is a relative or friend
(l) of a present subscriber, (2) Agrees to pay US$50 per month
for a minimum of 3 months (in advance) for programming,
and, (3) the subscriber provides the dish, LNB and installation
(cunently US$135 in Oman). This IRD is, of course, the SA
D9232 (see SF#24, p. 3l for a photo and description). In June
1996 (one year ago) Orbit was selling this SA IRD, dish and
LNB for US$1,200. The D9232 is an MPEG 1.5 (not
MPEG-2) receiver that includes an IR (remote) control and
operates at a (factory fixed) Msym of 49.143 and FEC of 718.
In effect, the package price has dropped from US$1,200 to
US$470 in one year. Dare we suggest a similar reduction
might occur with the D9223 in the next year? No - that is very
unlikely!

TES
ACN 009 235 090

Trade supplier of

- Nokia Receivers
- Orbitron Dishes
- ADL Feedhorns
- Gardiner LNB's
- other satellite
accessories

Phone: +61 8 9306-3738
Fax: +61 8 9306-3731
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Sign-off

Tid Bits
A world of contrasts. While Exxxtasy President Stu Duncan

and VP Fred Pantalone were visiting in New Zealand (and at

SaIFACTS) during August, Sony Entertainment Television's
General l\4anager Shayam Haridas was also in New Zealwtd
visiting with possible reclistributors of his Indian (Hindi)

product. He promises to return in September and hopes to
work out some way to get SET into Indian homes in the
Pacific. Shortly after this group left, Jim Hazama (Senior VP
and General Manager of marketing) plus Sean Shibata of
Japan Entertainment T'elevision (JE1' on PAS-2) dropped in
for a visit. They, too, are rvorking out final details to launch
their rnultiple-language service in the Pacific.

Speaking of launches - the cat is out of the bag regarding
Sky (NZ) DTH planning. A bit of a disappointment, really: On
May lst (1998), they will formally light up their first MPEG
transponder with i2 

'fV programme channels. Which 12? It

seems Discovery and terrestrial horse racing service Trackside
will share one, Orange and MTV will share another, Sky News
and CNN will share a third. cartoons and TNT a fourth. The
next four wil l be NZ terrestrial TVl, TV2, TV3 and TV4.
Which gets us to 8. And NZ$8 per week (plus gst, of course),
or $38.40 per month inclusive of gst. Then the subscriber can
add Sport i and Sport 2 with basic and pay $53.21 (gst

inclusive) per month. Or, they can add HBO and Hallmark
movie channels to the basic and pay $58.05 per month. And if
the customer takes all l2 services, it comes to (NZ) $65.30 per

month. Why should movies (HBO/Hallmark) cost $4.84 more
per month than high profile sport channels? Good question.

When the Aurora (Optus Bl) tests of MPEG ceased early
in August, the naysayers were quick to pronounce the tests
"dead." Not so - they are back on the air, although with a
rnodified encryption format (some channels now require a
CAM equipped receiver to be seen, although still FTA; see p.

25). Officially, Optus blames the outage on the Thredbo, NSW
landslide. Hey - whatever works.

Speaking of tandslides. A portion (which portion -

unknown) of the Chinese Xichang Launch Complex was
buried by land movement. Status of site to function unknown
at press-time but Filipino Agila 2 was scheduled to launch
sometime around 13 August. If it got off, obviously the
landslide didn't destroy anything important!

Enquiring minds want to know department. Do you wonder
what happened to the rnuch hyped Deutsche Welle MediaNet
(on Air) lnternet delivery service? We did and checked, A trio
of Australians claim they paid more than AS125,000 to acquire
the "exclusive redistribution rights" to the service in Australia
plus a long list of nearby countries (New Zealand included).
Then, we are told, they arranged to test the service through a

Queensland TV broadcaster and some quantity (around 100)
of set top decoders was put into the fie.ld. And, that was
several months aso. ln the interim something called "WebTV"

has become the craze in America and Microsoft has purchased
the WebTV rights world-wide (for a mere US$425 million).
WebTV carries MediaNet to the next plateau and there have
been agents of Microsoft busy in Australia since early June
creating a business plan and infrastructure to bring WebTV to
that region of the world. WebTV and MediaNet are, basically,
super-teletext - a way to cycle the contents of normal teletext
transmitted (VBI data stream) packets so that the illusrcn of
"connectivity to the Internet" is created. WebTV aside, and it
will certainly be "smartly marketed" to Australians, there are
serious doubts that any one-way "super-teletext" delivery
system for Internet is really viable when placed side by side
with "real" Internet. Where does all of this leave the German
MediaNet project? More than A$125,000 richer, thank you.

Panasat. Major shake-up of ownership and operation has
occurred, no official announcements. South Afiican plant
formerly building 630 IRDs has been shut down. some
segments of production line have been shifted to altemate
South African facility. lnteresting admission: " Passivation
material on silicon die" within 630 power supply "may be
defective." Translation: A quantity - some say 5o/o, some say
much higher than 5oh, of receiver power supply boards "cook"

after shipment. After a two month "bake," some power suppl.v
"traces" go bad and the unit shuts down. There is a fix. and if
you have a Panasat 630 that seems to have power supply
problems. contact Antares Satellite Products (tel

6l- '7-3205-1574). They wil l repair units they originally sold,
give advice to those who bought units elsewhere,

Hyundai MPEG-2 receivers purchased through Skandia
Electronics can be upgraded to better performance for'
approximately A$70. Although buyers purchased units with
full knowledge they had some Australian,trlew Zealand "bad

habits," the upgrading corrects the following: (1) Converts
UHF modulator from 6.5 to 5.5 MHz audio subcarrier; (2)

eliminates flashing and hang-ups when scanning channels. (3)

allows direct NTSC or PAL selection (elirninates pause-pause
correction for NTSC). Understand - this is an upgrade, not a
waranty job and there is a charge. Details from (tel)

61-3-9819-2466.
Nokia 9500 S. After reading Robin Colquhoun's report on

this receiver's red menu tricks (p. l l), you might wonder if
there could be a way to speed up the 17 remote keystroke
enffies. There is. First you obtain a "universal remote"
equipped with macro commands. Next you transfer the Nokia
red menu commands to the universal remote. With "macro

commands," up to l0 separate keystrokes are spit out of the
"universal " to the Nokia at a time. Net result - two or three
buttons on macro command remote and you have all of the
Nokia red menu colrlmands entered. If this is possible, why

doesn't somebody offer a pre-programmed macro command
remote, pre-set for Nokia use? Could be coming.

Unfonunately, there are some pitfalls. Nokia remotes have

significant "key bounce" and when entering the sequence of

commands into the macro "universal" it is very easy to bounce
yourself into unwanted, eror commands while entering the
called-for command.

Pay per chew. How many homes equipped to receive pay

per view (via satellite or DTH) actually buy a major event?
June's ear-chew in Las Vegas (Tyson-Holyfield) was bought

by 5.6% of US West's MediaOne cable subscribers; 285,600

homes at US$40 each for US$11,424,000. Throughout USA.

this would add up to US$146,480,000 for a few minutes

chewing. NOW you understand Murdoch's passioiz for sporl!



INTELSAT 7Ol to l8OE, I8O2 NOW AT l 7+E. PanAmSat Ku attracting Australian TV
broadcasters. The D9227 NOW does FTA MPEG. AND we are entering our fourth

year of service. Stay tuned with SaIFACTS!
f nNfnn my 12 MONTH subscription to SaIFACTS starting with September l5th issue (rates below)
I nNfnn my 36 MONTH subscription to SaIFACTS starting with September l5th issue (rates below)

NA\ / t r

Company (if applicable)
Mailing address
Town/city Country

Amount to send: 1 year -  NZ$5O(inside New Zealand) /A$9O ( inside Austral ia) /US$60 (outside of NZ and
Austral ia) or 3 years -  NZ$1201 A$210/ US$150 i f  by cheque. VISA or Mastercard? See form below and
return with order. Return to: SatFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or if by VISA or

Mastercard fax to 64-9-406-1083

USE THIS FORM ONLY WHEN CHARGING ON VISA/MASTERCARD

Please charge my V|SA/Mastercatd as follows:
t r  ONE Year  of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$50,  A$90,  US$60)

!  THREE Years of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$12O, A521O, US$150)
f l  SATELL ITE  TELEVIS ION:  The  Book le t  (NZ$10 ,  A$12 ,  US$1O)

n  One  Year  o f  COOP'S  TECHNOLOGY DIGEST (NZ$  1  25 ,  A$  1  25 ,  US$  1  25 )
Indicate charge card type: tr VISA E Mastercard

Name (as it appears on VISA / Mastercard)
V|SA/Mastercard Number

Vl SA/Mastercard " " p *t i " ";ut"---
Instructions: l f  ordering by mail,  return this complete (3-part) card or a copy of same (to

SaIFACTS, PO Box 33O, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand); i f  order by FAX, send ful l  card as a
single sheet to 64-9-406-1O83

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS from SatFACTS MONTHLY: Order Form

I  SATELLITE TELEVISION: The Booklet. Excellent introduction to home dish ownership for
the layman,  inc lud ing major  contr ibut ions f rom the fa ther  of  geostat ionary sate l l i tes -  famed
science f ict ion writer Arthur C. Clarke. The perfect tool to help the satel l i te system seller explain
home sate l l i te  TV to the layman consumer.  From SPACE Paci f ic .  NZ$1O/ A$12 /  US$10,  a i rmai l .
I  COOP's TECHNOLOGY DIGEST. For the really serious enthusiast, investor, business
person in satel l i te television and al l ied leading edge technologies. Ten asparagus i.ssues each year,
jam-packed wi th  in format ion you wi l l  not  f ind anyplace e lse.  "Coop" rout ine ly  cu l ls  more than 60
publications world-wide, terr ibly expensive newsletters, Internet and his hundreds of private
contacts  to  keep you r ight  a t  the leading edge of  technology on the REAL changes underway in
telecommunications. Conveniently issued near the f irst of the month, creating an excellent
t ime-l ine-f i l ler between the mid-month issues of SaIFACTS. Now in the 4th year, airmail
world-wide. Normally NZ/A/US$250 per year - for SaIFACTS subscribers special 50o/o discounted
p r i ce  o f  NZ iA |US$125 .



o NEW prograrnming sources seen since Aug lst:

o Changes (signal level, transponder, programming content) in pre-existing programming sources since
A  r r o  1  s f '

o OTHER (including changes in yow receiving system):

NOTE: Please use Pl

YourName

- P5 code when describing signal levels and receiver IF/RF settings.

Is this contest entry?
TowrVCity
Make/size dish LNB Receiver
Bonus Word Entry: on page

July B0lllUS W0RD -Jabberwocky p.3O -

SaIFACTS is giving away two (2!) top of the line super receivers - the
PALCOM SLT9OORP and the DYNASAT 3OOP - to subscribers between

now and February! This is a MONTHLY CONTEST and you must REGISTER
with us as a contest entrant. Complete this card to receive the full set of

Contest Rules and join the fun. A DYNASAT 3OOP could wel l  be yours
(next receiver to be given away October 5!).

tr I AV A SUBSCRIBER TO SATFACTS - Please mail to me my SatFACTS Reader Contest Rules!

NAME
Company (if applicable)
Mailing address
Town/City

Return card to: SaIFACTS Monthly, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
of fax to us at 64-9-406-1083

MEMBERSHIP IN SPACE?
Choose your level of participation from "lndividual" or "lnstaller / Dealer"

to" Cable/SMATV Operator" or "lmporter/Manufacturer/ Programmer."

Z YES - Send details of SPACE membershiP, to ...

NAME

Company (

Mailing ad

Town/city

if applicable)

dress

PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North
New Zealand

Fax 64-9-406-1083



The DIGITAL Satellite TV
lnsta l la t ion Handbook

by Mark Long

This newly released publication by the best-sellng author af The
oJSatellite TVprovides a comprehensive guide to installiqg both

and digital TV systems. The DIGITAL Satellite TV Installa-
Handbook represents the basic concepts in a graphic intensive
at that typically provides two illustrations for every page of text-

than 2OO new illustrations are released here for the very first
. What's more, each chapter is concluded with a series of quick

exercises which provide readers with the opportunity to con-
their basic understanding of the material just covered.

Unlike other satellite publications which were written with Europe
America in mind, The DIGITAL Satellite TV Installation Hand-

was specifically created for readers in ttre Asia/Pacific region.This
nd-breaking new textbook, which was created with the coopera-
SPACE Pacific, will serve as the official textbook of a new Satellite

CertificattonCourse developed to serve the educational needs
this trade association's membership.

:This handbook comes with a set of two computer disks for IBM com-
tible PCs which contain full-color charts, graphs, satellite footprints

other illustrations in a JPEG format that is compatible with many
ics software and Internet web browser programmes. Two satel-

installation sofLware programmes for PCs running DOS 6.O are
included on disk.

This exciting new publication also is fully supported by a brand-
web site on the Internet athttp:/ /www.mlesat.com. Time sensi-
data in the handbook will be periodically updated here as a ser-
to this publication's readership.

for US$ 59.95 plus
5 shipping & handl ing from:

Pacific
. Box 30, Mangonui
Nofth New Zealand
:64-9-406-1083

CONTAINS TWO
DISKS FOR IBM
PC COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Toble of Contents

/nfroduct'ion

Chopt'er /: Sofe//it'e Frequencies &
Orbifa/ Assignmenls

Chapfer 2: Digifo/ Video Compression
Overuiew

Chaefer 3,' Feedhorns ond Low Noise
B/ock Downconverlers
Sote//ife Ant'ennas
Sofe//ife Receivers & /RDs
Sot'e//it'e lnst'ol/ofions
Digifa/DTH P/ot'forms in fhe
Asio,/Pacific Region

Chopler4:
Chopler 5,'
Chopler 6:
Chapler 7,'

Glossory of Technico/ Ierms
Exercise Answer Keys
Asio/Pacific Sat'e//ife lronsponder
Guide & Frequency P/ons
Olher Sat'e//ile Reference Chart's
/ndex

To save on shipping & handling fees
and receive SPACE Pacific course
eertification, order this handbook
and the new Satellite Installations
videotape for US$ 24O.

The DIGITAL Satelln€ TV lnslallation Handb@k I 1 Sstallito Frcquenctes & Orbltal Asslgnments

qHAEIF*"/ ifvar i$Ar esMj
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Th6 DIGITAL Satellit W lnstallati,on Handb@k A9 Dlgbl DTH Platfoms in he Asi&ecilb Beglon

DIOIIAI. DTH
PIAIfORMS
rN IHE AS|A/
FACIFIq
REGION

CHAPTER 7
DIG'|AL DTH PLAfFORMS

,N fHE ASIANACIFIC REGION

' l -hcr i : rc  
no \ f  nur . rhan onc  hun '

d.(rl digital N e:di<x:s on strllirs
s(xanr( th. Asia/l,n.ili. r.Crrr. A
cdmpft{c list ol.lt th. ilril.ltc {ll{i
hl N su^'tf,s ol vrLllil(s scilnq
lhc Asia/I+xrill.n:An)n can bc hnd
in Apporlh l]. Nor all ot rhr:s: oilir-
inqsan diRrr kl hom(: ((IlIIJ'lVs(:r
vid's, grm. ol thce: lrinsmissnnts
ir) d.istindl for cabb ry dislrilr
tnrn, whib othcs .rc murit t) l!'
pnlatc cl(uils Lr*'d by b'1nlrisf
c6 k,r skjlilc ncws galh(:rinA ,.:

A l {hough nun-v  o l  rhc  non l ) l - l  I
c lunN: ls  a rc .u r r l r r l l v  av^ah l i l c  k '
sak{lik' dish orvn.rs, lh(:r. is no
guilrnnk\! $at thN will rll ft:nHtr
nrailalil.in lhck,ngntn. mc tulk,P
ihA (Saptlr pft^1ds aD ovcn'i($ ol
ihc diBli^l Dlll huqucts alR'ady nl
si:Nicc :rnd prsie-s lirrth{rrmiql
s i tc l l i ! r  p lN t io rms in  lh , !  r , ) { ion
whnjh a..i likdy t provth di(thl
lllll {:nkrs hr lh(: n.^r lilurc.

THACOU STELUTE

{ t r  A ta l  l { t .  1997.  Ar ian .spa. r .
ldun hcd'lharcom ll. th third in a

s1rn.s ol d!.1 band.ommunnlilt,ns
srktlik s s.n ing lh{: south{,st sian
6nra t rn  o l  l  h . i l .n r l . ' l ha i  * i l . l l t
otxnk,r Shn$witr Sttcllitr I\rbln.
Co. ltd. 6 nstrelhc n(ae sta{qral
lo pn^nk' ink:rnad)nil {umDnrni.Jr
knls s.N(t's aor)ss a yasl [:(n)n
stRlching lR,m .entml UrR\x and
 ,r,(', , o crstrrn Asin ind A u strnliu.

Itrrllr lf'^,).osprrirfti. I'hrftrnn 1l is
i Stidtius:](X)oA thn* rds sLil)i
1r{rl *il.llil. (r}!ipFrl with 6\crtr-
lnttr aclilk tl l,aild transpordcrs,
s(\rr ol which trnnsmit in r vxili
gtt)al h atn lhat stHns vinuallv all
thc ilrhal'it(\l laild nt{sss (isil'lc

l iom rhc  s i rk i l i l ds  o rb i la l  ass ign-
nrnl. rl 7a.i dcgRr:s fasl ktrgituilc.
'lh(:n 

ilrtntnq<j(hkrr O h.nl lrin-
stondcN (r'nn(r{ loa ({i('nalAsian

bcat r t  lha i  cD.o t r rpasscs  l rd ,a ,
e,utht:rn Ohibr. rnd s,uth2stAsi,!

'Ihc 
ldurt(\) Kui)End transur!

dc6 on fhanrtrr it arri ditrkrl lr'-
(t(xxr { high'r|Nlrxl sNl lx'anr
,rrtrnrl nrlr Srulh,:rrt Aiir ,il1 t
s[<r,ft* t(,ur lhit isln(iBi.d nDtr,
llc {udlan sril\rtiliknt

r)n Ma,v 25. 1997.1)MkuD l] w^s
4 o l l ' a t ( d  t v i { h  ] - h a ! o m  I  1 $ l

!hai3_EjP9

tubffi 3 noknd
Xu-kndDownlht 8{m
EnPcoro$ S.$ .53 .52 .
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